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PAYSON IS HONORED

For Service on tbe Traverse One Boat Fitting Out, One Popular Camden Fire Chief,
On tbe Stocks and One To
Made President of State
Be Started IAt Once
Association

Subscriptions 13 00 per year payable In
advance; single copies three cents.
Jury At Next Term of
Advertising rates based upon circula
tion and very reasonable
Superior Court
NEWSPAPER HISTORY
The Rockland Oazette waa established
ln 1846 In 1874 the Courier was estab
A large amount of criminal business
lished and consolidated with the Oazette j
In 1882 The Free Press was established is ,early forecast for the November
In 18S5 and In 1891 changed Its name to
the Tribune These papers consolidated term of Superior Court, which will
March 17. 1897

THREE CENTS A COPY

HEADING INTO THE STORM

e

Volume 91 .................. Number 1 1 5.

A SENSIBLE PROJECT

A Nine-Hundred Mile Motor Tour Which Began W. P. A. Asked To Furnish Funds For a Lobster
Rearing Station
With a 70-Mile Gale

When the day’s work is done at the
At the Maine State Fire Chiefs
Snow shipyard between 70 and 80 annual meeting in Norway Sept. 16,
men pass out through the gates—a the chiefs of the State unanamously
The Fisheries Bureau is making a ly with the State at a location not
(By The Roving Reporter—Second Installment)
yet selected is planned.
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as
the
new
be presided over for the first time by
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their
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for
the
Associate Justice Beliveau of Lew
craft which came to brief in that cilities to stimulate Maine’s lobster
sioner who has submitted a prelimi
sit on the stocks.
coming year Chief Allen F. Payson
storm.
industry.
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Employ thy time well, and •* iston.
nary application to the WPA, said the
It was all very interesting, but an
Construction
has
now
shifted
to
of
Camden,
as
the
worthy
successor
since thou art not sure of a
Seven women have been summoned
Deputy Fisheries Commissioner bureau should provide certain equip♦ minute throw not away an hour. <• for service on the traverse Jury and fishing craft, mainly seiners and
; (insistent voice kept reminding us
to the retiring president Chief Oliver
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tion of a citizen) we went to supply data for Inclusion in an application contribution would be offered he said,
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fitted out for her maiden cruise; on presenting Mr. Payson's name said:
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First I got tonsilltis. followed with Edgar Adkins,
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we there ate is one of the most pleas allotment for a new hatchery were by the WPA, although the bureau's
I feel that it is only fitting and
appendicitis and pneumonia. After Leon H. Arey,
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ing recollections of the best trip Bob
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the
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for
another.
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consider for nomination as our presi
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Glenn C. Leach, chief of the bu
Rockland
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hav)
dent, a man whose untiring and un
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terday from Guy O. Gandolfi of Lynn,
neuritis. Thens they gave me hypo Earle G. Carver,
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j owner of the seiner, Uncle Guy. which selfish efforts for the past years have ing rainstorm, borne on the wings gale
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said,
do
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would
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over
Cape
Frank Morse,
Schooner Alice M. Doughty which by deeds within his own department Cod at that time was certainly being toppled part way across the street.
not make it possible to raise the he said, would be expected to turn
Thomaston
Ralph Richards.
] went ashore near Portland some
Apology To Boze
small lobsters to as advanced a stage them over to the Federal hatchery.
fulfilled.
Chamberland Simmons, Friendship
L essen
Washington weeks ago, has been undergoing
We lost few moments in retiring,
Not too busy to notice some of of development as is desirable be- There the eggs would be removed for
William Staples,
elaborate repairs at the Snow yard,
but it was a long time before my eyes the signs—Red Swan Inn. Apple Tree fore releasing them. Therefore a new , hatching, while the lobster would be
North Haven
Joel P. Wooster,
A merica’s
these including new main and false
closed in sleep. Outside the wind Inn, an estate called “Cedar Bushes.’’ hatchery, to be operated co-operative- ] returned to the sea.
Traverse Jurors -x
keels, a new shoe, a new rudder post
was giving vent to a shrill chorus, the One waterfront merchant advertised
N ational
Ethel (Mrs ) Anderson,
Camden ’ and replanking on the port side.
like of which I had never heard. three boiled lobsters for a dollar. The
John A. Babb,
Washington ! Much additional work is to be done,
D eficit
Windows
rattled, blinds creaked and next lobster merchant was even
Ralph C. Cotton.
Thomaston ! as the craft is to be converted into a
the sturdy old Colonial dwelling more benevolent. He offered four for
O n
Clara L. (Mrs.) Crockett, Rockland 1 dragger.
would shake as though some mighty a dollar. If any old Rockland resi
North Haven
Jetson F. Dyer,
The Chebeague is at the yard for
would do so much good to this desti
N OV. 3
giant were seeking to throttle It.
dent reads this story he will recall the Editor of The Courier-Gazette:—
Warren j repairs to a broken tail shaft.
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Union
William C. Gleason,
Julia-Eleanor ls the name of the ’
fire alarm sounded 42, but it must for a quarter if you were too indo the case of a deserted mother with me have that crib. She has none.
Rockland
William A. Glover.
A couple of full sized blankets or
fishing craft, which Is to be built by
have been remote from our tourist lent to go down on the shore and two babies. This mother is a trained
M. Millicent (Mrs.) Gregory, Rockland the I. L. Snow Co. for Capt Ambrose
quilts
would come handy. If In ad
home because I saw no light and gather them yourself.
Appleton
Crosby L. Johnson,
nurse and was well brought up. Kept dition to these material things, you
Smith of New Bedford. Work will
heard
no
clattering
fire
apparatus.
I expect to get a rise out of Boze
Camden
David Mills,
wish to give a bit of yourself, lady
start at once.
It was a terrible night for a fire and 1 on this statement, and I want to at home by the claims of these chil
Friendship
Charles Murphy,
dren, she has not a cent of income. reader of this letter, 1 shall be glad
a
fine
night
to
stay
inside,
and
this
apologize for not climbing that Porter
Rockport
Mabel (Miss) Pottle,
May I have for her from someone's to hear from you.
IMPROVED SERVICE
I did, sketchily reviewing that ride street hill to pay my respects to him.
REOPENS
Hope
Josie Robbins,
Louis A. Walker,
attic
that baby carriage about which
from Boston and thinking that good The storm and the hour of the night
Isle au Haut
William E. Robinson,
Thomaston High School
Overseer of the Poor
tender memories cluster, but which
old
Paul
Revere
had
something
of
a
alone
prevented
a
visit
to
which
I
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Eva G. (Mrs ) Sleeper, So. Thomaston The
snap by comparison.
had looked forward with so much
St. George
FRIDAY, SEPT. 25
Lucy (Mrs.) Smith,
ports On Outside Town
pleasure.
FARM LOANS IN KNOX
LEMKE'S COMMENT
Owl
’
s
Head
Wherein
Bob
Has
Trouble
Chauncey
Snowdeal,
Tap, Toe, Ballet. Ballroom
Deliveries
It was 10 o’clock Saturday foreRockland
Augustus P. Snowman.
Acrobatic and Musical Comedy
I finally drifted off Into slumber,
Caindrn fire chief, Allen F. Pavson,
Vinalhaven
Charles E. Williams.
Class 50c
Private $1.00
and awoke to find that the rain noon when we crossed Cape Cod j Twenty-Eight Have Been Union Presidential Nominee
The second year's truck service to
Canal on that new Bourne bridge and
Cushing
115-lt Alvaro H. Young,
who receives new honors
Pays His Respects To I I 5
Made to the Total Amount
was
still descending in torrents and
Camden. Thomaston and adjacent
when we proceeded to negotiate that
that the gale had increased in inten
“Prima Donnas’’
of
$23,900
territory by The Courier-Gazette has
great crescent which is Cape Cod I
[ ever keeping before him the need of sity if that were possible.
found myself in new territory.
been well received. This season it better and more efficient methods
Loans totaling $25,900 were made to
Representative William Lemke, of
It didn't look much like a morning
28 farmers in Knox County by the North Dakota seeking the Presidency
has been possible to include Warren of combating fire in these modern lo be starting for Provincetown, for if
Yellow Street Lights
Federal Land Bank and the Land as the Union party's candidate, said
and Union with their several RFD. times, who has worked day and night you examine your map again you
We were on Route 6. with Sandwich
Bank Commissioner from May 1. 1933 in an address Tuesday that “ a vote
bags in the noon shipment to Thom ever ready and willing to further the will see that it must have been bear- first on our list of towns. It was still
to date, according to an announce for Roosevelt is actually a vote for
ideals
and
objects
of
his
vocational
ing
the
brunt
of
the
storm,
rainy or misty, and Bob wrestled
aston. connecting there with the
ment made by Dr. Robert J. Wise Communism "
field
as
a
guardian
of
life
and
proBut
we
said
goodbye
to
Mine
Host
with a refractory windshield wiper,
UNION, MAINE
regular mail truck.
,
Centering his attack on the recent
perty from fire; a man who is widely and I stood in the lee of the piazza which caused no end of annoyance man, State Director for the National
This newspaper is making a con- 1 known through out the State as well j while Bob went to bring the car.
Emergency Council.
indorsement of the President by 115
until a garage doctor performed a
Loans through these two agencies progressive and independent political
sistent effort to better serve its read- I as withln the ranks of Fire Depart- Quarter of an hour passed and I be sort of appendicitis operation on it.
have aided in rehabilitating a great leaders meeting in Chicago. Lemke
ers and advertisers by getting the pa- ment Chiefs, and one who is greatly gan to seriously think that Robert
And here my notes remind me that
many farmers.
Throughout the said;
per completely delivered at the earli- j admired and most highly respected might have blownaway. Presently
I have forgotten to mention the town
"These 115 prima donnas were
est reasonable moment
The city | by all, always ready to serve, with a hereturned and one glance
at his or city outside of Quincy which uses State of Maine a total of $7,266,900
carrier system has been put on a smile and it is with great pleasure I expressive features showed me that yellow lights to illuminate its streets. has been loaned, which has gone unanimous in their indorsement of
the President. This is easy to under
directly to benefit 3.666 farmers.
merit basis through the co-operation [ present to this association of Chiefs something was amiss.
Will some kind friend come to the
stand, for most of them are to be
The
Pederal
Land
Bank
and
Land
of a group of splendid carrier boys i the name of our own beloved Chief
rescue and tell me what that place
What the Storm Did
Bank Commissioner are but two of found among the favored recipients
of whom we are justly proud.
Payson of Camden. For the nominaTo make a long story short most of j was
of the New Deal's W.P.A. sandwiches.
The outside town delivery is being j tion of president to guide the destiny you readers know what happens to
Some more odd names—“The the agencies of the Farm Credit
"Tliey have worked very closely
Improved steadily along the same line of this association for the coming a car which has been on the under Skiff House” and “Shady Locusts.” /Administration which is assisting
with the President in a program
farmers.
Other
agencies
are
repre

113-tf
and suggestions will be cheerfully re year.
Sandwich has a trailer camp, but
side of tons of water the Whole
which has given the American labor
ceived and incorporated in the service
The name was immediately sec night through. While I was waiting on this particular occasion there was sented by Production Credit Commis
ing man subsistence wages instead of
sioner,
Cooperative
Bank
Commis

insofar as possible. Many factors onded by Chief Eldridge of Kenne for the necessary adjustments to be only one of these modern transporta
real wages.
sioner,
and
Emergency
Crop
and
FYed
hamper the country paper, especially bunkport, and unanimously accepted made I chatted with the landlady. tion affairs to be seen.
“Do not deceive yourself, the regi
Loan.
the time element on press mornings by the entire convention. Chief Pay- Told me her name was Tillson, and
On the left we glimpsed Sandwich's
mentation of the New Deal is but thc
when a great mass of work must be ; son Will be ably assisted by these that the family was distantly related famous sand dunes, whose relation
opening wedge of Communism in the
ALL TIME LOW PRICES
done. Subscribers, post office em- officers: Vice president, Chief Ran- to the Tillsons who occupied such a ship to those we saw later at Prov have always remembered the name
United States.”
All Goods Marked Plainly at the Very Lowest We Can Sell Them
of
Orleans,
because
here
it
was
that
ployees and rural carriers have been Jett Of Richmond. Maine; directors, prominent place in Rockland's his incetown was hardly more than that
For
bodies drifted ashore from the
most helpful and any ideas from j chief Oliver Sanborn of Portland, tory. When she found we were from of great, great grandsons.
It Will Pay You to Telephone or Call and Get My Prices as I Fear
GOOD SUMMER, INDEED
wrecked steamer Portland, lost in the
them
will
be
most
welcome
*
They
chief
Char
i
es
o
Spear
of
South
No Competition
Rockland she told of having once
Where Cranberry Is Queen
great
gale
of
November,
1898.
Tlie
should be addressed to John M. Rich- portiand. chief L. A. Mercier of visited the city and of her recollec
One Call Means Another Customer
Hotels Showed Large Gain and Bath
We found ourselves now ln that re late F. Ernest Holman was doing As
Take Notice of the ENAMEL RANGE for $59.00
ardson. care The Courier-Gazette.
Rumford, Chief G. E. Bancroft of tion of being on Tillson wharf, and
Bridge Told Eloquent Story
Auburn. Chief John Eldridge of of having been at Pemaquid Beach. gion which will furnish a portion of sociated Press work In Massachusetts
your Thanksgiving dinner—the Cape at the time, and I vividly recall the
Kennebunkport.
Almost forgot to tell you that when
The Maine Publicity Bureau re
ROCKLAND, MAINE
Cod cranberry. We came to them stories he told me of his gruesome
283 MAIN STREET,
The
opening
and
business
meeting
I
came
down
stairs
in
the
morning
ports that Maine interior hotels had
104-tf
frequently—cranberry “bogs," mostly work on the corpse-strewn shore at
over the chiefs enjoyed a buffet I found the head of the house arrayed
gained 18 7 per cent in business up
CENTI
under water as the result of the pre Orleans.
lunch
which
was
followed
by
a
parade
in oilskins, carrying a lantern and
to Aug. 31 as compared with last
POWBI
vious night's deluge. “Eatmoor Cran
Wrecking Crews Busy
after which the chiefs were the guests taking account of stock. Some panes
season, while seashore hostelries re
berries," is a conspicuous sign spon
They sell fresh clams ln the way- ported an average gain of 13.3 per
of the officials of the Norway Fair of glass had been smashed and rain
sored by the New England Cranberry side stands on Cape Cod just like
winding up the day with a banquet had leaked through the roof,
cent.
Sales Co.
they do on the road from Belfast to
Traffic over the Carlton Bridge be
and closing business session, complet- forming a small pool on the bath
The tourist sees many attractive Bangor. Again I ask, is the clam
I ing plans for the coming year.
tween Bath and Woolwich during
room floor.
looking garages, but we came upon supply indestructible.
We rode away to view some of Ply
June, July and August totaled 294,one built of field stone which was We passed through Eastham and I
mouth
’
s
show
places,
and
on
every
442 cars and 692,431 people, the buENJOYED THE PAPER
certainly distinctive.
tried vainly to think of the name reau said, representing a gain of
hand saw the effects of the storm.
Changing the subject to ice cream of a former Rockland resident whose
well over 100.000 persons” during the
The ground was littered with leaves
the New England traveler can always home is there.
Mrs. Clara S. Overlock who has
and twigs, and these were already
season as compared with last year.
find his wants satisfied by two great
been a patient at the Augusta Gen
The goldenrod season appears to be
being carted away.
concerns—the Howard Johnson stores at its height on the Cape.
eral Hospital has returned to her
Professor (speaking on phone):
A Captive Rock
and the Grade A Dutchland Farms. Telephone wrecking crews are fly
home in Washington, much improved
“You say that Billy Smith has a bad
“Cap'n Grey’s" is the name of a ing hither and yon. The hurricane
in health and spirits. She writes First we went to view the Monu
cold and will not be able to attend
thus: "My interests are mainly Knox ment to the Forefathers on which wayside establishment, and on the was leaving plenty of work in its school today. Who is this speaking?"
County happenings and when The twice appears my family name. I right, as you enter Barnstable path.
Voice (hoarsely): "My father."
Tickets given with each $100 purchase or over of
Courier-Gazette came it was like had seen it on a previous occasion is a large, dark stone building which
The Cape has an ornithological re
seeing home folks. One of the hos and have referred to it in a former attracts attention.
on
Gasoline, Oil or Merchandise
search station near South Wellsfleet, YOUR FAVORITE POEM
pital nurses was from Vinalhaven article. Also I had seen Plymouth
A Squashed Hat
and I'll bet a cookie Norman Lermond
Lucky Numbers Drawn Each Monday P. M.
and she also enjoyed the paper and Rock to which we next went. Bob
If I had my life to live again I would
your
Comedy became injected into a would have stopped the car had he have made a rule to read some poetry
thus we had much in common to echoed the surprise I then expressed
been with us. He would also have and listen to some music at least onco
stormy
forenoon
when
our
car
ran
WINNERS LAST TWO WEEKS
a week. The loss of these tastes ll a
talk about. Last but not least was at what might well be referred to as
over a woman's hat which the gale observed that pine growth predomi loss of happiness. —Charles Darwin.
an
overgrown
pebble
if
it
were
hot
the
wonderful
report
of
how
the
GENERAL ELECTRIC
Miss Helen McIntosh,
20 gallons
had torn from the head of a passen nates on the Cape.
COLLEGE AGE
county went at the election Sept. 14 .”. for the significant and even sacred
Approaching Provincetown
ger in the car ahead of us. I don't
Thomas Stone,
10 gallons
REFRIGERATOR
And he must go who’s lived so few short
character of the institution which
know what the fall millinery styles
springs—
One moment we saw a white house
Vinalhaven & Rockland marked our beginning on this con are on Cape Cod, this season, but
Just eighteen Aprils since hls wide
with
orange
blinds,
and
the
next
gray eyes
tinent. Massive columns surround
that particular hat is going to be of there was a place called “Black Blind First mirrored lilacs and blue butter
Steamboat Co.
50
the Rock and it is to all intents and
flies—
the pancake type.
Cottage.”
I did not know till now how swift tho
CHANGE OF TIME
cash
purposes under lock and key as a
wings
“Saidee Swift’s Candy Shop." Ye
Wellfleet has a Blue Anchor Irn Of time!
21 LIMEROCK ST.
ROCKLAND
TEL 730
The full sweet years, where
guarantee against the encroachments
Effective September 16. 1936
gods and little fishes, is there any and a narrow street.
have they flown?
Subject To Change Without Notice
of
the
only
thing
worse
than
a
news

Each
minute
of each day filled to tha
Daily Except Sunday
other way to spell Sadie? I thought
All along the line we had seen signs
*TH1S MONTH ONLY!
brim
paper photographer—the souvenir
VINALHAVEN LINE
I had seen them all.
advertising “Beachplum Jelly.” That’s With plans, with hopes, with dreams
STEAMER:
hunter.
alone for him!—
I had heard a great deal about the a new one on me, but I'll bet it’s good.
My little boy, who suddenly ls grown.
Leaves Vinalhaven at 8.00 A. M., ar
Sailing
Yacht
Wrecked
riving at Rockland at 9.20 A. M. Return
narrow roads on Cape Cod, and we
In the next installment I shall de And he must go . . . for this, have
ing, leaves Rockland at 2.45 P. M., ar
$4.25 MONTHLY
We had been inspecting Plymouth made the acquaintance of the first scribe briefly my visit to that most
mothers borne
riving at Vinalhaven at 4.00 P. M.
Tall, splendid sons from immemorial
SWAN'S ISLAND LINE
Rock only a few moments before we one at Yarmouth. And it was here. interesting place called Provincetown
days—
buys a 5-foot
STEAMER:
saw men running to a point on thc- I think, that we saw the green house where the streets are so narrow you To say God-speed some early autumn
Leaves Swans Island at 5.30 A. M.,
morn,
Stonington 6.30, North Haven 7.30; due shore perhaps 500 feet distant. And with the canary blinds. A sort of a don't enter them if there happens to
To stand aside and let them go their
These trucks are both in good condition and are
Monitor Top G-E
at Rorkland about 8.45 A. M. Return there, piled high and dry on the color blind effect.
ways
be a cat coming from the opposite And If I weep to see my lad depart.
ing, leaves Rorkland at 2.15 P. M.. North
priced right!
llaven 3.30. Stonington 4.45; due at rocks was a handsome schooner yacht
And so on through Dennis, East direction.
It ls from pride, not from a breaking
Swan's Island about 6.00 P. M.
heart.
(Continued in Saturday's Issue)
112-tf which had been blown ashore by the Dennis, Brewster and Orleans.
_____
—Bthei Rotnig Fuller
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VOTE FOR

FOR A DESERTED MOTHER

The Doris Heald
School Of Dancing

NORTH KNOX FAIR
SEPT. 29 30, OCT. 1
DAY AND NIGHT

LEGALIZED BETTING

V. F. STUDLEY’S

V. F. STUDLEY

line Bank Day

TEN GALLONS
GIVEN FREE EACH WEEK TO HOLDER
OF LUCKY
BANK DAY NUMBER

MCLOON~SALES

SERVICE

_USEDTRUCK VALUES

1 1935 Chevrolet Long W. B.
1 1935 V-8 Ford Short W. B.

Only *144.

'ther-Day
Every-Other-lt
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THREE FINE ATHLETES

THREE-TIMES-A-WEEK

Thou shalt love the Lord thy God
. . . and thy neighbor as thyself —
Matt. 22: 27-38.

Everett Colson, Formerly of Warren, a Delegate
To League of Nations

T

they say; but it stops if anyone is ion has calmed the excitement
merry villagers.
touching any part of his body.
—Medical Pocket Quarterly
At first hls folks and the neighbors
thought this queer business was the
$14,COO a Minute
w’ork of spooks and hobgoblins, and
As a spendthrift the Roosevelt ad
they didn't like it much. Now the ministration has set a pace no other
doctors are investigating the matter, nation has ever equaled. It spends
j and while they aren't yet prepared to $14,000 each minute of the day and
say just how* it comes about, they feel (tight; $840,000 each hour of each
day, and $20,160,000 every day of
' sure that the whole uncanny thing thc year. The taxpayers, and that
is strictly physiologic and this opin- means all of us, must pay it.

A RESONANT LAD
------i
'
I
there is a seven-year-old boy in I
Lancashire who, when he is asleep,,
acts as a sounding board or "human i

echo " for any noise that is produced
in his immediate vicinity. Tap on the
j wall, in the room where the lad is
sleeping, and for every knock a noise
will emanate from his tummy, so

For the first time since the League i Even to grizzled adventurers and
of Nations was formed 17 years age war correspondents who swarmed into
Ethiopia during thc war. the Col
an American is sitting in its assem
sons were ‘'father" and “mother.''
bly as an official delegate.
Every dav Mrs. Colson gave a tea
Everett Andrews Colson, a soft- with real American cake on the ter-1
FOR PRESIDENT
spoken elderly Maine Yankee, is cast race of their little tin-roof bungalow j
ing Ethiopia's votes at the current in Addis Ababa. Afiators seeking
session of the assembly after post jobs, newspapermen and Red Cross
of Kansas
ponement of a move to oust that na workers seeking news or permits to
enter the interior flocked to the
tion.
bungalow situated in the midst of•
Behind-the-scenes
history
of
the
For Vice President
Italo-Ethiopian war reveals Colson native straw-thatched huts.
It was not always business that
as one of the most striking personalithey discussed. A dyed-in-the-wool
of Illinois
Maine Republican. Colson entered
with zest in American political dis
cussions when the first rumblings of
this year's campaign came to Africa
His wife, true to her "Solid South"
Democratic upbringing, was a mode!
In the run of a year The Cou
of tact.
rier-Gazette receives from its farReal American Southern chicken
flung clientele many kindly expres
The St. Onge Trio is composed of ing the ropes on the rings around his
dinners at their home were often a
sions, only a fraction which appear j
perfectly
formed athletes, who intro- arms In a gymnastic climb to the top
welcome relief to Americans from
in print because we would not like I
duce
an
entirely new line of feats "' h"s r‘8Sing.
the greasy hotel meals and strange
to be accused of too much blowing!
The St Onge Trio has long been
foreign foods.
and modem gymnastics, presented in accrcdited with being top-notchers in
of our own horn. We are making a
Colson often literally risked his ' mQdcrn fasWon
Joe St. Onge dis- their particular line, and have been
special exception today in order to
own neck to give out news he felt j
show our appreciation of the very
plays a remarkable muscular develop- engaged to appear at the North Kr.ox
should be published, although it
ment and Incidentally needs every Fair, Union, Sept. 29. 30 and Oct. 1,
fine letter which we received Tues
angered many Ethiopian chieftains.
ounce of muscle and strength to meet where they will be one of the features
day from one of the successful can
There was never a request no matter
the strenuous strain of his arduous on the free attraction program in
didates in the recent election. Thc
how extravagant, which the foreign
feats, particularly in the stunt where front of the grandstand, afternoons
letter follows:
correspondents and photographers
he performs several revolutions, wind- and evenings.
Camden. Sept. 22
made that Colson did not try to fulEditor of The Courier-Gazette:—
I fill. He often succeeded.
I wish to express my appreciation
Colson took over the work of four
as one of the Republican candidates
in the recent election for the very
1 advisors when the war started, al
excellent manner in which you pre
Everett A. Colson
though himself in poor health.
sented the candidates to the county.
Important pronouncements by the
It not only showed that you were
Por the convenience of man}- Knox County football fans who annually
public spirited but that you were un-' ties of the whole strange conflict. He Emperor and official correspondence follow the fortunes of the Maine college teams, the following schedule (be
afraid to stand by your convictions has been the nearest and most valued to the league, which many neutral
I could not help but think when advisor of Emperor Haile Selassie ir. observers have since praised for their ginning the coming Saturday) is shown:
Congressman-elect Smith at Union
September 26
shrewdness, restraint and clarity,
recalled when Knox County was the hours of his greatest need.
Rhode Island vs. Maine, at Orono
were
the
anonymous
handiwork
of
strongly Democratic—that a good
The American, afflicted by a dan
Colby vs. Providence College, at Providence.
part of the reason why the county is gerous heart ailment, is again risk-! Colson.
Bates vs Holy Cross, at Worcester.
now so strongly Republican is due to
Last January when Colson was
October 3
the fact that through the years The ing his life for the Emperor by leavCourier-Gazette has been a clean ing a German cure for the Geneva about to board an Ethiopian plane at
Bowdoin vs. Massachusetts State, at Brunswick.
newspaper, standing only for those sessions just as he did by staying in Eessye, then the Emperor's quarters.
Colby vs. Middlebury, ait Waterville.
things which go to make good citi Addis Ababa's high altitude during an Italian bombing plane suddenly
Maine vs. Columbia College, in New York.
zens and good government with the the war. against doctor's orders.
Bates vs New Hampshire, at Lewiston.
j appeared. Colson ran up a steep
result that the people of Kno^ County
«
October 10
The
Italo-Ethiopian
conflict
thrust
]
hillside
to
shelter
in
a
machine
gun
cannot fail to have confidence when
Bowdoin vs. Wesleyan, at Middle: own.
the paper advocates a candidate, and Colson in roles strange for him— I nest. From that day on his heart beColby vs. Vermont, at Waterville.
that a good many of its readers have J diplomat, news dispenser and censor, came increasingly troublesome. Twice
come to look at things from The Cou
Maine vs. New Hampshire State, at Durham.
writer
of
speeches
and
messages
of
he
went
to
Bishoftou.
a
lake
resort
a
rier-Gazette's viewpoint.
October 17
state and half a dozen other varied thousand feet lower than Addis
Adin L. Hopkins
Bowdoin vs. Williams, at Brunswick.
duties. He went to the Black Em- Ababa, to seek relief. Mrs. Colson
The Courier-Gazette has a fixed
Colby vs. Tufts, at Medford.
pire nearly seven years ago as a shook her head.
Maine vs. Lowell Tech, at Orono.
policy in regard to a political cam
financial advisor after serving in a , "He went down there to rest but I
Bates vs. Arnold, at Lewiston.
paign. First to present such prin
similar capacity in Haiti and thccouldn't get him away from his type
October 24
ciples of the Republican party as
writer." she said. "He wrote 100 letseem to be for the best interests of | Philippines
Bowdoin vs. Colby, at Waterville.
Colson and his charming white- ters during one week's stay."
Bates vs. Maine, at Orono.
the community, thc county and thc
haired wife from North Carolina.
Colson finally broke down so badly
October 31
State in which we live. Whatever
were looked upon almost as gods by that a doctor had to take him to tiie
Colby vs. Maine, at Orono.
editorial mention was made before
natives in Ethiopia. They overcame coast shortly before the Italians enBates vs. Bowdoin, at Lewiston.
the September election, and what
the fears of many Ethiopians for the tered Addis Ababa
November 7
ever was published in behalf of the
American hospital, and the poorest
He remained in Alexandria. Egypt,
Maine vs. Bowdoin. at Brunswick.
fine array of Republican candidates beggars would be heard patiently if in J until there was no longer any pros- j
was done from a purely voluntary
November 11
trouble and aided if aid was merited, pect of returning to Ethiopia.
standpoint, and not solicited by a
Bates vs. Colby, at Lewiston.

ALF M. LANDON
FRANK KNOX
Editorial

MAINE COLLEGE FOOTBALL

single person on the ticket. Second
ly it has been this paper’s policy to
abuse no candidate on the Demo
cratic ticket. We may differ as to
political policies, but we are all
fellow citizens, interested in each
other's business and spiritual wel
fare, and realizing that political
preferment, while indispensable, is
not, after all, the ultimate goal.
From a widely different source yes
terday came another letter of appre
ciation, this time from Lakewood
Theatre, with which The CourierGazette has always had the most
pleasant associations. And so we
especially appreciate what Harold
L. Cail, the publicity representative
wrote. Mr. Cail said:

This is to thank you for your many
courtesies shown Lakewood during
the now closing season Your co-op
eration has made it possible for us
to enjoy a thoroughly successful sea
son. a fact to which the newspapers
contribute greatly.
My personal
thanks for your kindness in using the
material sent out by me during my
weeks here and the thanks of the
Lakewood management for the complete season's help. We look forward
to resuming these same cordial rela
tions in 1937.
A newspaper is a machine in one
sense of the word, but it is a very
human machine, and just as we
often find occasion to praise others
we are frankly grateful and happy
when kind words are said about us.
SPLIT IN CITIES

The Literary Digest made public
Tuesday the following incomplete re
turns from 10 cities in the publica
tion s Presidential straw vote:
Roose•
Landon velt Lemke

4
44
35
Sanford. Me..
84 10
214
Albert Lea. Minn.,
1
71
233
Somerville. N. J..
24
122
Jonesboro. Ark..
248
139 10
Hammond. Ind..
192 48
103
New Orleans,
47
191 —
Montgomery, Ala.,
127
243
5
Jacksonville, Fla.,
3.684 3.815 .263
Los Angeles,
41
4
Kansas City, Kan. ,
83
More complete returns will be pub
lished later this week.
A young man had taken up writing
poetry.

"Are your poems widely read?" a
friend asked him.
“I'll say they are," he replied, "Why
twenty editors have read my latest
one.'

OUT IN THE “FOG FACTORY”

A Graphic Story of How Scallops Are Caught On
the Georges Banks

November 14
Bowdoin vs. Tufts, at Brunswick.

FOR THRIFTV SHOPPERS
WARNING!

AMPLE

FREE PARKING
SPACE AT
PARK ST. .MARKET
BE THRIFTY
.MOTOR IN
AND SAVE!

Stickney A Poor's

A. B. Crocker

—— •>
As Sunday opened bright and fair..
I resumed my saunterings to old I
(By Dick Reed)
Cambridge and parked myself on the
Ladies and gentlemen—nomina- , discover had but one agreeable feaCommon to watch the world go by. |
N. C. C. 2
tions are now in order for the world's ture. that being the arrival back in
I walked across the Common and at
Somerville, Mass . Sept. 23.
toughest job.
I port.
With complete confidence in the
The n€Xt time Y°u enJ°y a scallop the junction of an intersecting waik.
Drill Sergeant—"Now. my lad.
wisdom of my choice I present for dish >'ou would appreciate it so much a man said to me. “Are you acquaint
you've been on this square for three
your approval the case of the off! more if you could actually see how ed in Cambridge?"
weeks, and what have you learnt?"
shore scallop fishermen and offer , they were harvested. In this story of
"Somewhat," I replied, “I have been I Recruit (utterly fed up)—“The rea
them as candidates for this dubious.the production end of the Industry, walking around here for a number of'
son why I should not be afraid to die,
honor. Just ashore and still reeling j1 shall try to give you a brief under- years."
sergeant.
after 10 days on Georges Bank on the standing of this job that makes a
“You can then probably direct me
Madeline and Flora and the Louis A man °'d at 40
to the home of the late Prof. Charles
Thebaud. sturdy 70 foot draggers, I
Shortly past noon on a September Eliot Norton."
feel that I can write with authority.' Monday, Capt. Charlie Carver of
The Saunterer flunked on question
I saw it all out there 200 miles from Rockland, recognized as one of the number one. "No. I cannot. Had you
land in the isolation and loneliness smartest skippers in the fleet ordered asked me to direct you to the Long
the lines cast off and headed the fellow or Lowell home Christ Church 1
of the North Atlantic. The awful
Madeline
and Flora for Georges. or where Gen. Knox turned the can- j
tides and seas, backbreaking labor,
grim adventure, steamers that passed Aboard was a crew of eight including non over to Gen. Washington in '76.I
too close in the fog. danger on every the skipper, engineer, cook, five men I could have told you. but I do no:
know where Prof. Norton lived. "
,
hand, men worked to the point of on deck and myself.
Out past Matinicus Rock into the ; As the man wore a crimson tie. I
exhaustion, a roaring southeaster,
1936 Lafayette Coach
working hours that would put the open sea we ran. As the friendly asked. "What was your year at Harslave masters of the Siberian salt pits tower of this lonely outpost faded vard?" He told me 1896. after whicli
1935 Chevrolet Coach
the conversation became general and I
to shame—a job that so far as I could
(Continued on Page Four)
1S35 Ford Coach
I learned that he had been interest
ed in aviation from its start. He was
1934 Chevrolet Coach
LECKEMBY TO SPEAK
believe that out of the night of the
on the National Aviation Committee '
cruel depression a new economic
1933 Ford Coach
Has Been Named To National Speak freedom will be bom which will be a and said that he knew Capt. W. H.
Wincapaw
and
of
his
Christmas
!
ers' Bureau of Townsend Plan
blessing to humanity."
1933 Chevrolet Coupe
flights to the lighthouses.
"Like ships that pass in the night < 1933 Chevrolet Coach
Rev. J. Clarence (Leckemby, de
and speak to each other in passing." ’
feated Independent Republican can
1932 Willys Roadster
so we met and spoke, but before we
didate for the United States House of
parted he handed me a pamphlet
1931 Chrysler Sedan
Representatives from the Second Dis
1931 Pontiac Sedan
trict has been named to the National
1931 Ford Victoria
Speakers' Bureau of the Townsend
Plan.
1930 Chevrolet Coupe
Rev. Mr. Leckemby, expressing
1930 Ford Coupe
satisfaction that three United States
192£; Dodge Sedan
Representatives have been elected ir
Maine who “favor the principles ol
1929 Chevrolet Roadster
the Townsend Plan." will tour Maim
before starting out on a nation-wide
House Trailer For Sale
“crusade for the greatest piece of
A LOCAL CONCERN
legislation to come before the nexl
Price Right
Congress. America's new emancipa SOLICITS YOUR PATRONAGE^^^
tion proclamation—the Townsend
FOR OIL OR BURNER SERVICE
Cash!
Trade!
Terms!
Plan."
“The Pine Tree State," he declared
E
“has again directed the nation in
the riglit path. Out of the dark ex
TE18. 730 4. 731
MAINE
RANKIN ST., ROCKLAND, Ml.
periences of the past came new dis ROCKLAND
coveries to enrich mankind. Let us

GOOD

McLOON SALES & SERVICE

ORDERS GIVEN
• CAREFUL
ATTENTION
AND DELIVERED
PROMPTLY

Bulk

Granulated

HERSHEY'S

SUGAR
10 lbs 49c

COCOA two 1-2 lb cans 15c

BROWN SUGAR

PERRY'S SUPREME 19 BLEND

COFFEE Ground
See “

1 lb of each

29c

2 lbs 35c

5 lbs 29c

LIPTON'S

Orange Pekoe
and Pekoe

TEA
Bakery Products Snider's
Catsup,

1-2 lb 43c

SAVE!

2 lge bots 29c

Hershey’s

Milk and Honey

Fig Bars,

2 lb box 27c

Washburn’s

Baking Chocolate,
two ’/2
pkgs 15c

Pancake Flour 2 pkg 19c

Diamond Crystal

True Value

Soda Crackers 2 lb bx 19c
Perry's Soft Crust

Bread,

9c

Swans Down

two 3 lb pkgs 11c

Salt,
Excel

Cake Flour,

Deg Food,
5 cans 25c
Yellow Split Peas pkg 8c

SPRY

Jelly Beans,

lb 17c

Hrrshey’s

Grape Juice

Make Jams and Jelly

Welch's

Tomato Juice, 2 pts 25c

pkg 5c

Canned Goods

can 10c

Pink Salmon
North Sea

SPECIAL

Assorted

Jello,

3 lb can 59c
2 pkg 23c

Sure Jell

2 pts 37c

lb 23c

Chocolate Kisses,

pkg 25c

New Shortening

Welch's

Bunie Jumbo

2 cans 29c

Tuna Fish,
Red Tag

1 Post Bran Flakes
1 Grapenuts Flakes
2 Post Toasties

can 23c

Salmon
Old Homestead

Toilet Tissue

all for 27c

6 for 25c

Swift’s Premium

Corned Beef, 2 cans 29c
Del Monte

Pineapple Juice 3 can 25c
Santa Valley

Fruit Cocktail lge can 21c
Peaches lge can, 2 can 31c

THE SAUNTERER

1234

GROCERIES

Cr. Tartar
Baking Soda

Santa Valley

which he autographed. Here are
some excerpts from it: "I compete
with time. I annihilate distance. I
bring nations together. I awaken thc
world. I speed up trade. I save the
tick. I bring succor to the needy.
I rescue the marooned. My heart
throb beats the pulse of the world
I am flight!"—By Augustus Post.

PHONE

The major grain and food pioducing regions of
thc nation have been ravaged by prolonged droughts
. . . and scarcity has already caused an advance in
price; of canned vegetables, canned fruits, canned
meats and products of grain. Still further advances
are anticipated and are virtually inevitable. Thrifty
choppers will garner a golden harvest of substantial
ravings by stocking up immediately.
"THE ECONOMY WEEKLY"

Santa Valley

lge cans 19c

Pears,

Hunter's Early June

4 cans 25c

Peas,

FRESH

SOAPS

Pickling Needs
Stickney & Poor's

Rinso
2 lge pkgs 35c
Whole Mixed Spices,
2 lge pkgs 39c
3 pkgs 21c Lux
Stickney & Poor’s
Lux Toilet Soap 4 for 25c
Mustard % lb can 13c
Life Buoy
3 for 20c
Good Housekeeping
Jar Rings,
4 doz 19c Red Cap
Gulf
Ammonia, 1 quart OQ
Wax, three % lb pkgs 8c Bleach,
1 quart AVI'
Quart Jars,
doz 79c
Gulf Spray pt 49c; qt 89c
Pint Jars,
doz 69c

FOODS

Swift’s Silver Leaf

A OUR

QUALITY MEATS

A

Fancy Native

LARD,

2 lbs 27c FOWL,

Country Roll

lb 27c

Lean Boneless

BUTTER,
lb 37c POT ROAST,
lb 20c
SWEET POTATOES, 10 lbs 23c
lb 22c
PORK ROAST,
Large Fancy Yellow Skin
ONIONS,
10 lbs 19c CUBED STEAK,
lb 25c
Firm Crisp
CELERY,
bunch 9c Boneless
This Season’s Fancy
SIRLOIN STEAK,
lb 25c
McINTOSH APPLES, 6 lbs 25c HAMBURG STEAK lean, lb 19c
Fancy Tokav
GRAPES,
3 lbs 21c Fancy Steer
CHUCK ROAST,
lb 18c
Fancy New Crop
GRAPE FRUIT,
4 for 23c Boneless
Frozen
BRISKET CORNED BEEF Ib 18c
STRAWBERRIES, full pt 25c FRANKFORTS,
Ib 17c
JUICY ORANGES, 2 doz 49c
CALVES LIVER,
Ib 35c
HONEY COMB TRIPE, 2 lbs 29c SMOKED SHOULDERS, Ib22c
Native Smoked
lb 21c
FINNAN HADDIE,
lb 17c BACON, short cuts,
SALT HALIBUT,
lb 17c
lb 9c PORK SAUSAGE,
EXTRA VALUE!

One Stainless

SPECIALS
Manhattan

UTILITY KNIFE

Gingerale four 12 oz bot 25c

TWO SUNBRITE

No rharge for bottles

CLEANSER

Both 19c

Beverages,

full qt 10c

Assorted Flavors—Contents
Diamond

Wax Paper,
Just
PHONE 1234
We Deliver
The Goods

FREE
SCRAPPY’S PUPPET
THEATRE
W’ilh your purchase of
Pillsbury's

FARINA
2 pkgs 19c

3 rolls 19c

QmWuja Jlahhet
" EVERYTHING TO EAT

MAIN ST.
PARK ST.

Every-Other-Day
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• WALDOBORO
Expert Carpet

Layer For Your
Linoleum Floors

M. E. WOTTON & SON
405 MAIN ST.,

i9j6

SEPTEMBER.

(Successors to F. J. Simonton Co.)

i936

I»1
6^7’ 8 • 9
ljVl4 15 16 17 10 .19
20 21 22 23 24 25 26
27 28 29

TALK OF THE TOWN
COMING NEIGHBORHOOD EVENTS
Sept. 25 (2 to 8 30)—Educational Club
meets with Mrs Lena Merrill, corner
Rankin street and Broadway
Sept 26 — Searsmont—Bryant-Kimball
(amity reunion at Victor Orange hall.
Sept. 26—Warren—District meeting ol
I.O.OF. bodges
Sept. 27—Standard time resumed.
Sept. 29—Knox County Teachers'
Cmventlon ln Rockland.
Sept. 29-Oct. 1—North Knox Pair at
Union.
Oct 8—Vinalhaven—Union Church
Circle annual (air.
Oct 9—West Rockport — Quarterly
meeting ot Lincoln Baptist Ass n.

Uci 13-15—Topsham Pair.

Oct 14—Rockport—Garden Club meets,
Oct. 15—Opening meeting ot the
Baptist
Mens
League
(Steamboat
Night).
Nov, 12—Biwln Libby Belli# Corps
annual (air at Grand Army hall. ♦

Mrs. Hazel Haskell is chairman of
the Legion Auxiliary supper Saturday

Capt. Everett L. Thompson, com
mander of the J. T. Morse, was k
recent visitor ln the city.

ROCKLAND, ME.

Made To Order
Shades and Lino
leum Work Our
Specialty

WEEK-END SPECIALS
9 Outstanding Items
One Case of

Regular $3.98

ALL LINEN CRASH
REMNANTS
15c yard

WOOL DRESSES

PERCALES

In different styles, sizes and
colors

19c value

Introducing Our “Crepe Twist '

BERKSHIRE HOSE ,

$1.98

LACE CURTAINS
A regular $1.49 number

$1.00 pair

For the Weekend
An cxreptional buy in

GOWNS, PAJAMAS
$1.29 and $1.59

15c yd.; 7 yds. $1.00
Beautiful Patterns

Four New Numbers in "Quaker"

Sheer, ringless, with the wearing
qualities of a service weight; a
regular $1.39 number. Introduc
tory offer—

Early Fall Showing of
“Turk Knit"

Another Lot of Fast Colored

$1.00 pair

BLANKETS
Part Wool Blanket, Double or
Full Size
Regular $2.98 value

$1.98 pair

10% Discount
,

On All Our Lines of

“HUMMING BIRD”
HOSIERY
New Line of

UPHOLSTERY
MATERIALS
94 inches wide

39c yard

r3afgJgf2fZJiiJZJBraizfBfiU2fzjzfzraji!jgjgJBJgT2ran’jzjzjafziatfiuajzjgjzjzjiU2fa/zraf2jBfzjzfafajzfzjgfBrajargrafi‘r

Roger Miiier has resumed his stud
ies at Hebron Academy.
Mrs. Cora Nash, who passed thc
summer at Butter Point, has re
turned. Mr. and Mrs. Maurice Jeness
of Newport, N, H. are her guests.

Mr. and Mrs. Russell Cooney and
family have closed thelr summer
homrfThe Meadows and returned to
Brooklyn, N. Y.

Five Floors of Values
Satisfaction Guaranteed or Your Money Back

Work is progressing rapidly on the
Waldo Theatre. The Colonial pillars
and landscape gardening add much 4j)/(
to the beauty of the structure and
surroundings.
• * * •

flr

Choral Club Musiralc

’I
The annual concert of the Lincoln
County Choral Club given in the
Baptist Church Monday night was
well patronized and much enjoyed.
John Heiser of Boston and Medomak
was the director and • Miss Mary
Harding of Head Tide, accompanist.
Mr. Heiser is to be commended for
his work with the chorus and his
generosity In giving the proceeds to
the Lincoln Home, the Memorial
Hospital and the local library. The
chancel was decorated with baskets
of red gladioli.
A fine program was presented by
the large chorus and the group of
songs by the Jefferson CCC boys
under the direction of Arthur W.
Turner with Mrs. Turner at the piano
were much enjoyed. Tlie solos by
Mrs. Annie Laurie Heiser called forth
a round of applause to which she
graciously responded with the local
favorite, "Annie Laurie." Mrs. Hope
Heiser Pipe after giving three piano
selections finished with a request
number. "The Music Box.’ This
simulation of a little music box given
so cleverly by Mrs. Pipe was heartily ■
received. The absence of Mrs. Nettie 1
Nicholson, who, on account of ill
ness, was unable to sing the obligato,1
was regretted as all enjoy her beauti
ful voice.
The program: “Sunset," Coorne,
and ’’Over the Foaming Waves," Wil- '
son. chorus; ’God Touched the Rose '!
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Patrons of the Strand Theatre will
be glad to hear the "Great Ziegfeld”
The amateurs will have their The Knox County Teachers' Con
Miss Christol Cameron who has
will be shown at that theatre OcC. innings Friday night at 8.30 at Park vention will be held in this city Tues
been receiving surgical treatment in
10-13.
Theatre.
day, Sept. 29.
Boston is making rapid recovery at
her home in this city. She was a
Patrolman Carl Christofferson be
The World Series begins next Wed
guest
in Winthrop. Mass, of Mr. and
The
case
against
T.
J.
Foley,
alleg

gins his annual vacation next Mon nesday. Of course you have picked
ing assault upon Mrs. Regina Win Mrs. C. M. Swimm.
day. You will meet him on the bridge thc winner.
chenbaugh collapsed in Municipal
at Union Pair three days next week.
with
Court Tuesday and Mr. Foley was SCANDINAVIA WARM BACK IN
Mrs. Sarah Linnell Is employed as discharged.
STONE AGE
Postmaster Edward C. Moran. Sr. I
bookkeeper at the Stonington Furni
and Letter Carrier Ansel Saunders
SCRANTOI
ture Co.’s store.
did not respond to roll call at tne
More than thirty settlements of
L. K. Blackington furnished bail
Post Office yesterday, on account of
The newly tarred roof of the Com in the sum of $1000 Tuesday after be human beings dating from the Stone
CURTAINS
illness.
ing held by Judge Dwinal on the Age, or about the year 3000 B. C.,
munity Building will bid defiance to
charge of improper conduct. Black
Coats with a dashing air, ex
have been unearthed in Swedish LapA large addition is being built for the storms of fall and winter.
ington pleaded “not guilty."
pertly tailored in exclusive
Stonington Furniture Company with
land by Kurt Tinnberg, a Stockholm
You completely transform
Lewis Rokes as contractor. The new
Daylight saving time ends Sat
archaeologist.
In
a
few
months
he
Brown,
and
"Nocturne."
Curran,
by
fashions
from
exclusive
fab

Edward F. Trefz of California,
your room when you dress
space is a second floor over the pres
urday night, and the hour which
representative of the National Town has gathered some three thousand Annie Laurie Heiser; "Old Folks
ent one-story section.
rics.
They
give
you
such
ser

flint
tools,
weapons,
and
utensils,
said
we lost last spring will be re
Medley," Sheridan, and “Swing
send headquarters, will address the
your windows with Scran
local Townsend Club at K. P. hall to be the most northerly ever found Alang," Cook, chorus; Chopin, "Etude
gained by the simple process of
vice as you never dreamed
Emerson Sadler of the Lighthouse |
No. 2" and "Etude. No. 3." by Hope
ton’s newest lace net cur
turning thr hands of thr clock
Tuesday night at 8 o'clock. Public in Sweden.
tender Ilex is spending part of his
of at their budget-favoring
According to Mr. Tinnberg, re I Heiser Pipe; "Unfold ye Portals,"
back one hour. Once bitterly
invited.
23 days' leave at his old home in
searches show that the climate of Gounod. “Jesu. Joy of Man’s Desir
tains. Rough weaves and
opposed daylight time has gained |
price. Woven-on plaid backs
Rockland. Visit with his sister in ,
Scandinavia
in
those
distant
days
ing." Bach, and “Prayer of Thanks
many new converts the past
New Hampshire will also occupy part j
Pleasant Valley Crange will observe was warmer than now. To support
lovely nets famous for the
give greater warmth with
giving." Kremeser. by the Class in
summer and is accepted cheer
of his time.
Booster Night Sept. 30 at 7.30 This hls theory he points to recent finds
Group Music; “Still
thc Night,”
fully by a large portion of the
beauty of their texture and
more luxurious comfort.
if a nationwide Grange event and all indicating that grapes grew wild In
country, and other countries.
Bohm. and “Greeting to Spring,”
Manager L. J. Dandeneau of Park
Oranges who can will do so. An in Sweden more than four thousand
Wide choice of fashions and
design. Make your selection
Theatre indulges in a well earned va-:
Strauss-Llchter by the chorus.
vitation is extended to all who car? years ago.
cation next week. He does not ex
fabrics
at
tc, meet real Grange folks and get an
today, i
The teachers and officers of
pect to stray far from Rockland, but
understanding of what the Grange
THE
LIMIT
AT
COLBY
the
Universalist
Sunday
School
will
will spend two days at hls former
TIMELY HELPS
really is. All past officers will be
meet with Miss Ellen Cochran Fri
home in Portland.
ONLY
honor guests, and present officers are
for the
day night at 7 o'clock.
Students from 14 counties ln Maine
requested to attend next Tuesday's
J. W. Coakley, who is at present
are among the freshmen enrolled at
HOMEMAKER
Supt. Brush of the Lighthouse meelin« “ there U a «reat deal of
Other New Fall Coats and Suits
making his home at 16 Granite
Colby College this week. Tne new
Service
announces
lhat
Franklin
Important
work.
This
Is
a
communstreet, has so far recovered from hls
“Perky crispness" is characteristic
_ ,
. .
. .
______ t
i Ity affair. There will be an enter- students number 180, as many as can
$9.75 to $75.00
recent illness that he is able to be Island Light and Eggemoggin Lighted •
j
....
tainment and an evening of social be admitted under the regulation of much of this year's clothing for
out and about. Though still rather Buoy have been relighted.
enjoyment.
which limits the total enrollment at women, says Miss Helen C. Spauld
weak he is gaining slowly.
Colby to 600. The freshmen come ing. Extension clothing specialist.
Raymond Cross, back from a trip
from nine states and two foreign University of Maine, and calls for
Parker E. Worrey and Dr. Blake to Quebec, on which he was accom
Ted Perry, parcel deliveryman for
countries, with about 60" hailing special care in laundering. Dresses,
B. Annis, members of the Rockland panied by Mrs. Cross has resumed
Maas, ii visiting relative# and friend#
made and kept on hand to dilute for
the Postoffice, has a way with dogs
UNION
from Maine. Colby begins its 119th neck-wear, hats, have to stand Up
Lions Club, put out for Vinalhaveri his duties as clerk at Huston-Tuttle's.
here.
>
! use when needed.
He toted mail 17 years on the Southand
out
pretty
independently
these
academic year with the largest
Tuesday night on a fraternal mission
Thc stock solution is made by disend route and every canine in that
Callers
at
the
home
of
Mr.
and
Mr
"
Arlhur
Bur
«
e
“
of
days.
The
launderable
ones
need
a
Our
corpulent
friend,
the
Maine
of good will. Outside of the Break
faculty in its history. Numbering
■ solving the gums In hot water in the ,,
district knew him by his first name.
Topsfield. Mass, called on Mrs.
water they encountered a dense wall Register put in appearance at this
49. there is one teacher for about little help after a few washings.
Mrs,
Chester
Butler
recently
were,
Although he had long been absent
Myrtle Watts recently.
Some form of stiffener must be following proportions: 1 oz. gelatin to
of fog, and being in a small boat office Tuesday with 1825 pages of
every 12 students. Among the new
,
.
1 pint hot water, 1 oz. gum arabic Mr. and Mrs. Fred Jameson of War-1 Mr Gould of _
from
the
Northend
Zone
and
had
no
Bangor is staying
deemed it advisable to turn back Information to impress its constitu
students is Isabel Cox Abbott. Union. used. For the dresses and hat; starch
acquaintance with the purps there,
( will usually be satisfactory. This to 1 pint hot water, or 1-6 oz. gum ren. Wm. Davies of Massachusetts wRh hJ# rlnctaon
Paul Danforth is organizing a Lions ents.
recent visits have convinced every
and Mr. ar.d Mrs. Warren of OakPrancls WaUs h„ empIoymen(l
should be boiled and strained. It ls tragacanth to 1 pint hot Whter.
Club on the island.
BORN
Thc stock solution should be used
Invitations are being sent for the body that he has the open sesame HOFFSES—At Cushing. Sept 22. to Mr. j best to use rather thin starch as
'and1 weaving at the Edwards Mill in Auand Mrs. Ralph Hoffses. a son.
Sumner Archer who caught for thc Harvest supper and social of Chris to their affections. Dogs which have
crispness with no suggestion of ] in the proportion of one part of the I Miss Lida Messer of Wellesley, j gusta. and is making hls home there.
DODGE—At Knox Hospital, Sept. 20, to
frowned
upon
the
mail
men,
the
solution to from five to fifteen parts I
Rockiand' baseball team last season, tian Endeavor Society of First Bapt
Mr. and Mrs Earl Dodge, a son. Arthur rigidity is wanted.
Ronald.
and was with the St. George team at ist Church, to be held Friday, supper grocerymen and all other men, will
Fragile neck-wear, frills and Jabots of hot water according to the degree
eat out of Ted's hand while neighbors HALL—At Owl s Head. Sept. 22. to Mr
of stiffness required.
the close of thc past season, is In the at 6.30.
and Mrs. Edward Hall, a son. Neal of batiste or organdy and flaring
look on in amazement.
Arthur.
Massachusetts General Hospital be
cuffs or lacy gloves need a sizing with
HART—At Appleton Ridge, Sept 20. to
Ernest Buswell, second trick tele
ing treated for an accident which oc
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Hart, a son. Frank less thickness than starch. Fer these
FumltureW
Jesse.
curred some months, ago.
And graph operator at the Maine Central
Mrs. John H. Flanagan, vice chair
j a stock solution of gelatin, gum L
L
REAP
WAMT APJl
doubtless the members of the staff station is having a week's vacation, man. Mrs. D. L. McCarty, chairman
arabic, or gum tragacanth may be
MARRIED
which
ls
being
punctuated
with
mo

arc being edified by "Sump's" run
of the Nursing Activities committee.
—At South Thom
tor trips to various points of inter Mrs Kenneth R. Spear, secretary, and METSALA-HEIKKILA
ning fire of comedy.
1 Fancy Young Fowl ................................... ....... lb .29
aston. Sept 5. hy Rev. John F. Heino.
John
Metsala
of
Fitchburg.
Mass . and
est.
Miss Jane Miller, life saving instruc
1 Roatting Chicken# ..................................... ...... tb .30
Fllna O. Helkklla. of Lunenburg. Mass.
A new set-up in the main bout at
tor and examiner of the Knox County KALLIO-ROBERTSON - At South Thom
J Fresh Pork Shoulder# ................................ ....... lb
aston. Sept 9. by Rev John F Heino.
thc Tillson Avenue Stadium tomorrow
.25
The D.AR. broadcast Friday at Chapter. American Red Cross, attend
Oliver E. Kallio. of Tenants Harbor
night—Pancho Villa Jr., and Flash 4.15 p. m. from WHEB. will have Mrs. ed the Regional Conference for Maine
I Spring Lamb Fore# ........ lb
.18; if boned, lb .19 |
and Leola M Robertson, of St Oeorge.
Couture of Lewiston. The latter Anne Mountfort. Bryan Chapter. Mo Chapters at the Penobscot Valley CALDERWOOD-WEBSTER — At Vinal
i
Alice says. “Why. Bert, the way you fix these fores they
I
haven. Sept. 19. by Rev. N. F. Atwood.
asked for it. Semi final, Butch bile. Ala., as speaker. Mrs. Mount- Country Club at Orono yesterday.
J
are aboul as good as legs to roast or broil."
James Calderwood and MLss Avis
Webster, both of Vinalhaven.
Wooster of Rockland vs. Tiger Wilson, fort's subject will be "Drogio Land, The principal speakers were Richard
1 Heme Made Sausage.................................. ....... Ib .30
of Lewiston. And look at this list of Where Maine Now Is."
Allen and Walter Davidson, manager
DIED
J Corned Sparerib# ....................................... ....... lb .17
prelims: Ponzi Cochran of Rockland
and assistant manager of the Eastern WADE—At Waldoboro. Sept 23. Martha
vs. Frankie Carr of Augusta; Popeye
I Finnan Haddie# .......................................... ....... ib .18 |
A . widow 61 David O Wade, aged 74
The fall train schedule goes into Area at National Headquarters,
years Funeral Saturday at 2 o’clock
Manta of Owl's Head vs. Buck Pitvin effect Sunday, along with standard Washington. D C. with President
daylight at Waldoboro Baptist Church.
Green Corn, fresh every morning ........
of Lewiston; Battling McFarland of time. Westbound trains leave Rock Arthur A Hauck of University of
Interment in Achorn cemetery. Rock
Ib .03 |
land.
Cabbage, Turnip, Squash........................
Union vs. Homer Smith of Augusta
land at 8 a. m., 2 p. m. and 4.55 p. m. Maine giving the luncheon address
IN MEMORIAM
Sweet Potatoes ............................................. .. 8 lbs .25
weekdays, the Sunday train leaving before more than 250 delegates.
Visiting officers night will be ob
In loving memory o( Millard H Watt.
at 2.40 p. m. Eastbound trains arrive
who passed away Sept. 20, J933.
Onions........................................................... 10 lbs .25 |
served at the meeting of Golden Rod
in Rockland at 10.25 a. m„ 2.50 p. m
Shall
we
meet
with,
our
loved
one.
The American Legion Auxiliary
Chapter Friday. Officers from other
Green Tomatoes.........................................
That was torn Irom our embrace?
and 9.35 n. m, weekdays, the Sunday supper Saturday at the Legion rooms Shall
we listen to hls voice.
chapters in the district have been in
Our Prescriptions and Merchand.se Are 100% De
And behold him (ace to (ace—
train arriving at 10 a. m.
1
Button Onion#, for pickles...................... ....... lb .10 |
5 to 7. —adv.
115-116 Him the cherished and the longed for.
vited to fill the stations and confer
pendable. Always Pure, Always Accurate,
Whose grave ls moist with tears;
1 Large White Cauliflower ......................... ... each
the degrees. After the meeting re
.20
whose absence made life weary.
Unique in the long list of enter DEPARTMENT OF INLAND FISHERIES And
and Always Reasonably Priced
freshments will be served under the
Through the dark and lonely years.
1
Chase
&
Sanborn
Coffee
...........................
.......
lb
.25
f
Sadly missed by lather, mother, bro
ANI) GAME
direction of Mrs. Matie Spaulding and tainment features of the Rockland
.SPECIAL!
ther and sisters.
$1.00 Nyal Beef, Iron and
a Break O’ Mom Coffee ............................. ....... lb .19
an entertainment will be given by the Lions Club was yesterday's talk by
39c
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Watts
Wine .................................... 89 50c l'EK TOOTH BRUSHES
PUBLIC NOTICE
Union
$1.00 Nyal Cod Liver Oil .89 Bath Room Seales $2.95, $3.50, $4.00
various chapters with Ralph U. Clark Past President Frank H. Ingraham,
Waldo County Potatoes .... peck .32; bushel 1.20
Under the provisions of Section 67,
50c Milk of Magm sia Tabs .39 S4.50 Baby Scales ........................... 399
of Golden Rod as master of cere who spoke on "What's In a Name?" Chapter 38. ol the Biennial Revision, all
50c Nyal Glycerin and
transporting deer must Identity
Thermal Heating Pads ................. 89
monies. All past matrons of Golden He gave a very interesting outline of persons
SPECIAL
thelr deer at one of the Inspection sta
Rose Water ......................... 39
SPF.t IA L
Rod are invited to act as hostesses. how Christian names and surnames tions established by the Commissioner
|
FLOOR,
PIAZZA
AND DOORSTEP ENAMEL J
$1.00
Nyal
Halibut
Liver
All Sizes Kotex
.19; 2 for .37
ot Inland Fisheries and Game
Any
Any sister or brother sojourning will have their origin, the latter not com person who transports a deer without
Oil Capsules ........................89 Kleenex ............................ 15; 2 for .25
ing into vogue until adopted by the having hls deer Inspected may be sum
If your steps or piazza floors need protection for the
$1.00 Size Nujol
-89 Kotex Belts ...................................... "I
be gladly welcomed.
to court and may have hls deer
Scottish people in the 12th century. monsed
$1.50 Size Agarol ............. L23 Invisible Tam Pax ............................... 31
winter, this is the time to do it
seized and (ortelted to the State
$1.00 Size Agarol
-83
The following have been appointed for
FOUNTAIN SPECIAL
Rugs 9x12. by the makers of Con Intimately acquainted with all of his the
75c Size Agarol
-63
$
One-half
gallon cans.................. $1.75
hunting season ot 1936:
3
10c FRUIT FLIP—5c
goleum. $495. Wide variety of hand fellow members of the Rockland
KNOX COUNTY
75c A.D.S. Mineral Oil
.69
One
quart
cans............................
.95
Lions
Club,
Mr.
Ingraham
made
ex

Re
Fit
$1.25
Size
Squibb's
Mineral
some patterns. Stonington Furniture
Appleton. Mrs. Leslie Hall
3
10% Off This Weekend
Charles Miller
Oil
•89
Co.. 313-325 Main St., Rockland — cellent use of his ready wit and keen Burkettville.
Camden. D. A. Dougherty & Son
powers of observation, with the re Cushing. J. J. Fales
SPECIAL
adv.
AMBULANCE SERVICE
sult that many a laugh mingled with East Friendship. Carl Fales
75c Size Fitch s Shampoo
Hope. R E. Ludwig
25c Size Fitch’s Hair Tonic
Elise Allen Corner School of the the interesting and valuable infor Rockland. Park St . Carl Borgerson
South Hope. George Jacobs
50c Size Scalp Brush
Dance. All types of stage and ball mation which he imparted during the Tenant's Harbor. Herbert A. Harris
Satisfaction Guaranteed
All for 76c
lecture. Visitors
yesterday were
King Thomaston. E. A. Anderson
room dancing. Class lessons 50c; pri7 ----------------------------------------Union. W. C. Abbott
TEL.
662
743 MAIN STREET
ROCKLAND
TEL 17
vate lessons, $1.00 School is always Lion William E. Berger and Lion Warren. Cogan & Drewltt
I CLAREMONT ST, ROCKLAND
Harold Linscott
open for enrollment; 22 Brewster St., Crockett of the Camden-Rockport Washington.
98tf
West Washington, Charles Bowman
Club.
115-lt
Tel 679, Rockland. Maine.
112tf

COtfS

$19.50

$1.00 and up

j

SENTER CRANE COMPANY

Used.

JAMESON’S SPEC![ALS

Take No
Chances
At The
Corner
Drug
Store,
Inc.

1I
11
1

II
1
IJ

1

I

1I
1
j

I
j
II

■
Russell Funeral Home

Non-Skid
Spot Pod Trusses

THE CORNER DRUG STORE, Inc.

1

J. A. JAMESON CO.

1

•J

COURIER-GAZETTE CROSS-WORD PUZZLE!
wig went to Winterport last Thurs
day and while there, visited the
Blaisdell apple orchards.
Schools opened Sept. 14 with Miss
Geneva Pros’ teaching at the Corner
and Mrs. Clifton Robbins at the Payson school.
Mr. and Mrs. Alden Allen and Mr.
and Mrs. Herbert Hardy enjoyed a1
trip through Northern Maine over the
weekend.
Miss Katherine True who is teaching at Litchfield spent the weekend
at her home here.
Mr. and Mrs Elmer True. Pauline
True and Mr. and Mrs Raymond
Ludwig motored Sunday to Mt. Desert
and Cadillac Mountain.
*
Miss Marion Hobbs went Priday to
Springfield, Mass., where she is a
delegate at the 4-H Club Camp.
David Brown has entered the
Freshman Class at Bowdoin College
Construction work has been started
on the Hatchet Mountain road. The
foreman and shovel operator are
boarding at T. B Noyes.’

Sunday at the home of Capt. and Mrs.
Prank Hunter in Elmore.
Miss Edith Winchenbach of New
York city is visiting her aunt, Mrs.
Isa Morton.
Douglas Armstrong with two friends
from Massachusetts were recent call
ers at the Fernald home.
Callers Sunday at Alvin Wallace's
home were Mr. and Mrs. Chester
SPW and son chester' MUs Evelyn
Haupt. Mr. and Mrs. Russell of
Warren, and Mr. and Mrs. Harry L.
Stanhope of Waterville.
Sherman Vannah has resumed his
studies at the University of Maine.
Alfred Standish served as auc
tioneer Saturday in Appleton.
Mr. and Mrs. Vernon Achorn and
daughter Esther were recent guests
of Mrs. Achorn's sister, Mrs. Martin
Collamore.
Stephen Burrows who has been very
ill is somewhat improved.
Mrs. Jennie Hall and son Maurice
of Washington, D C„ were callers
Sunday at the Morton home.
Mrs. Hollis Pitcher is at her
mother's home in Wollaston, Mass., on
a visit.
Mrs. Nettie Drown who spent the
past year at East Weymouth. Mass.,
and recently visited relatives in St.
George, is now at the home of her son
for a time.
Miss Barbara Pitcher spent the past
week with her parents, returning Sun
day to her work in Boston.
Mr. and Mrs Clarence Harding of
Auburndale, Mass., were weekend
visitors at their farm here.
Mrs. John Wallace is teaching at
the Ledge school
Mr. and Mrs Lapham of Lewiston
were overnight guests of Mrs. Lapham's uncle, Freelon Vannah. Mrs
Lapham is the former Miss Geraldine
Winchenbach.
The Kings who closed their resi
dence here last Thursday to return
to their winter home, met with an
accident in front of Alfred Davis'
house while enroute. A kitten in the
car jumped on the shoulder of Mr.
King, causing him to lose control of
the machine which crashed into a
telephone pole, breaking it complete
ly. Mrs. King sustained head injuries
which required several stitches. The
car was damaged considerably. The
family is at the home of Andrew
Curry until able to resume the Jour
ney.
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of land until a week from the follow
17
Ib
IB
ing Thursday. South by east we work goes on. A quick lupch at noon.
steamed along throughout the night More fishing in the afternoon. Eat
22
1$
I lo
SS ii
and reached the northern end of again at 6. Darkness comes on and
SSV
....
the decks are flooded with light.
L
23
15
M
27
i Zb
heavy swell had tossed the boat Eleven comes and to the bunks.
if i.4
31
32
34
i ii
around continually.
Throughout the night watches must
Tills bank is about 200 miles long be maintained on deck The men take
3b
33
37
3b
and from 80 to 120 miles wide. The turns 45 minutes each throughout the
draggers must fish around the edges mght. Then the same old story. This
46
39
Ml
in order to get the right depth of j goes on for eight, to ten days in a
Svo
1
43
water for their work and suitable stretch. Seldom a chance to rest or
4i
44
45
bottom for scallops. Across the bank. ) t0 reiax Ashore two days and then
3T
47
49 1 50
sighting occasional beam trawlers, j the same thing over an(j Over.
51
sword fishermen and steamships we
Most 5^5 work a different sched52 53
54
55
1
proceeded and reached the southern J ute Aboard the Louis A. Thebaud
edge, the fishing grounds. Just before ; with Capt LeW Wallace and his crew,
5b
59
bo
bl
dark. Running steadily 24 hours a I Arrive at the banks at noon. Work
ssss bb
day, two other boats were already starts immediately. The men work on
bi
W
b5
there. The fleet of about 50 boats a twenty four hour schedule. Two
b7
bfc
•
t.9
was trying new grounds to the west hours below and six hours on deck.
ward.
After eight days this gets wearisome
76
71
There was a bustle of activity on and the men are at the point of ex-1
Spectacular
action,
hard-riding
romance
and
fast-shooting
thrills
high

board. Work was to proceed im haustion. Yet they carry on and it's
light Zane Grey's “King of the Royal Mounted." Above Robert Kent and
mediately. The drags were prepared time to head for port.
NORTH HOPE
HORIZONTAL
HORIZONTAL (Cont.)
VERTICAL (Cont.)
Alan Dinehart in a tense scene.
1-Compelled
54-Showers
Miss Berenice Ludwig is attending
14-Withers
and the equipment put in place. A
• • • •
6-Kind
56-A fruit
17-The (Fr.)
Gorham Normal School.
heavy swell was rolling the rails
11- Dens
58- Footlike organ
23-Sick
The first part of the trip is most
Mr. and Mrs. E. Donald Perry and
STRAND THEATRE
under and it was practically impos
DEER ISLE
12- Misplace
59- Exist
25- High mountain In
children. Donald and Patricia, were
15- lreland
60- Register (abbr.)
New Zealand
sible for a landlubber to stand on dreaded as it means the location of
Mrs.
Marguerite
Lufkin
of
Portland
|
If the late Willard Mack, dean of
16- Ditcover
62-English school
26- To obstruct
callers Wednesday at the home of Mr.
deck, yet that didn't matter for if good fishing grounds. Sometimes the
was recent guest of Francis P. Luf-I and Mrs Nathan Pease
17- Arranged In a row 64-Scars
29- Cultivate
these brave men would wait for calm boats hunt for two or three days be Broadway authors and producers,
18- Examine
30- Bury
66- Listen to
kin.
Mrs.
R.
L.
Coose
of
Searsmont
19- Corroded
seas they would do but little fishing. fore striking a good bed. This mean? could come back to earth to attend
67- Mountain In Moab
31- A bird (pi.)
20- An Insect
(Bible)
33- Assumes an attitude
the hardest kind of work as it is no the opening of "I'd Give My Life"' Mr and Mrs. Matthew Pay and son spent Monday afternoon with her
• * • •
21- Past
68- A serpent (pi.)
Matthew have closed the "Old House" mother, Mrs. A. I. Perry.
34- Affirm
Two drags were used. They consis fun picking over 20 bushels of “rub next Saturday at the Strand Theatre ,
22- Swiss river
69- Compact
36- Aftirmatlve reply
and returned to Quincy. Mass
Mr and Mrs. J. D. Pease attended
24-Trap
ted of an iron framework 12 feet bish" to get one bushel of scallops. this reviewer, for one. feels sure that!
70- Propelled
37- Marsh
Mrs. Vida Sylvester spent the the latest meeting of Rebekah Lodge
27- A compass point
33-Feminine suffix (Fr.)
71- Distant
long and two feet deep with a netting As soon as a bed is found1 a buoy is
(abbr.)
he would beam with fond paternal weekend at Spruce Head Island as in Waldoboro
43-Of age (Lat. abbr.)
VERTICAL
bag of twine and iron links attached set. The boat then fished from the
28- Quiet
45- Mineral spring
pride.
guest of Mr. and Mrs. Rupert HowMrs Donald Smith of Belfast, ac
buoy
as
this
is
the
only
way
to
keep
and were let down to bottom and
32- Marltime signal
1- Lancets (Surg.)
46- Protect
companied
by
her
mother
Mrs.
R.
L.
During the early days of talking ard2- Kiln for drying hops 48- Relieves
33- A dance
dragged along by a one half inch in one place off Georges. The tides
35-To incrust
3- Mature
49- An insect (pi.)
Miss Anna E. McVeigh is attend- Coose, recently visited her grand
wire cable about 170 fathoms long. are very heavy and fickle and due to pictures, when most Broadwayites
37-Loud (Music)
4- Weep
51-Station
mother, Mrs. A. I. Perry
the
absence
of
other
markers
of
land
were
loud
in'
condemnation
of
the
ing
Farmington
Normal
School,
Each weighed several hundred
39- A military title
5- Plural suffix
53- Pope's headdress
Mrs. Nathan Pease and son. Na
Miss Norma Sylvester has entered
(abbr.)
6- Barrier formed by
54- Angle in a fort
pounds and was handled by a power it is impossible to keep on a location films. Mack was one of the very few
40- Discounts
bushes
stellar lights of Broadway who held the University of Maine. Her sister than, passed a day with Mrs. E. D.
55- Seniors (abbr.)
ful hoist attached to the main engine. without something to go by.
| 41- Because
7- Joined
67-Desert in Mongolia
Perry recently.
that
films
and
the
legitimate
stage
Arlene
is
taking
a
course
in
beauty
The
season
on
Georges
starts
in
"Port” ordered the skipper and
8- Surface
50- City in Nevada
I 42- Escapes
Mrs.
Frank
Meservey,
slipped
on
are
inseparably
bound
up
—
and
he
culture
in
Newton,
Mass
undesignedly
overboard went the drag. “Starboard' early May and lasts until October
9- First month Jewish 61-The Orient
the floor at her home recently, suf
44-Bird homes
calendar (Bible!
63-A month (abbr.)
and then the other was pushed over. 1st. During the summer it is reason proved it by urging all playwrights to Hudson H Pressey is ill.
fering severe injuries to her wrist
47- Residence (abbr.)
10-A subordinate dish 65- Notary Public
work
out
cinema
versions
of
their
Mrs.
Alfred
Dunham
has
recently
ably
comfortable
off
there
but
Down, down to bottom they went the
48- lncite
12- Legal claims on
(abbr.)
returned from a visit in Bluehill and Mrs Mabel Meservey has been assist
wench whining and the wire hum September is a bad month. Anything plays.
50-Rate of motion
property for debt
66- Edge
ing
with
the
housework.
“I'd Give My Life" shows that he Bangor.
62-Type measure
13- Upon
69-Prefix. From
ming as it raced through the davit can happen. The fall gales are due
Callers Sunday at Willow Brook
right The picture, a thriller Mrs. Alta Pagan and daughter Ruth
pully. Shortly the momentum of the Georges Bank is one of the roughest
(Solution to previous puzzle)
gardens were Mr. and Mrs. J. H An
boat was lessened and the drags went Places in the North Atlantic. The that is bound to appeal to every type of New Hampshire are guests of Mrs
drews
of
Rockport,
Mr.
and
Mrs.
L.
of
audience
was
adapted
for
the
Lucy
Northrup,
boats take a terrible "brushing;'
SPRUCE HEAD ISLAND
into operation.
Henry' E. Sheffield has closed his A. Tiffany. Mrs Rose Varney and Mr.
For 30 minutes they were pulled Giant seas sometimes sweep the films from "The Noose." one of the
Dow of Camden. To date, the dahlias
Mrs Emma Wotton and Mrs. Mar-[
along the bottom in their relentless deefcs clear of everything. It is often most successful plays which Willard cottage at Sheep's Head Island and
have been untouched by frost. Many
garet Rolfe of Rockland are occupy- I
Mack
ever
produced,
which
Mack
returned
to
Cleveland
harvest of everything in their way. necessary to stay below for 60 hours
wrote in collaboration with H H. Van
Mrs. Lucy C. Bruce has closed glads have passed out of the picture,
ing the Fales house lor a month.
Capt. Carver blew a wtiistle and in a stretch while the tiny boat is
Loan.
The
picture
deals
with
the
ad

Stoney
Beach cottage and is in New- especially the earlier varieties but
buffeted
around
at
an
alarming
de

Mrs Charles Emery spent Sunday]
wenchman “Snip" Manning took
remain many .n bloom.
ventures of a rocketbusting Governor, York. Mrs. Helen Annis who has i there
at her cottage. She was accompan 1
them up. Slowly they came to the | gree
anxious to clean up his state, who been with her this summer has re They have been lovely in spite of con
• • • «
ied by Phyllis Watson and Raymond I
surface, first the port and then the
tinued dry weather, and it is regretsends his own wife's son to the gal turned to Rockland.
Watson.
The
men
share
on
an
average
of
starboard. They were taken aboard
able that in only a few days' time
lows. The boy. determined to do
Mr. and Mrs William D. Gilbert
filled to the brim with shells of all about $80 a trip and usually go 12 what he considers right, refuses to
! they will be dug and stored.
had
as callers Sunday Mr and Mrs ■
EAST
APPLETON
descriptions, quahaugs. conchies, sea trips a season. They are out of sight reveal his identity, fearing the effect
VINALHAVEN
Willard Wentworth and Earl LudDavid Klann
cucumbers, monk fish, lobsters, of land about 80 per cent of the time of scandal on his mother —adv.
,
...
., . j wig returned recently from their 13th
Mrs. Dewey Brown visited relatives
Tanners are
H. B Bowes of Rockland and SI
sponge and coral formations and during the summer. A thousand
I trip to New York with blueberries. Tuesday in Rockland.
sweet
corn
to
the
Union
factory
Petersburg,
has sold all his property 1
dollars
for
five
months
work
may
hundreds of other articles. A bottle
On return they loaded with peaches
:
:
CROSS NECK
Mabel Erickson has employment in on this island.
A light frost here damaged the and onions which found a ready sale
from some passing liner, a plate, a i seem like good pay but if they got
Stanley Maynard, Mr. and Mrs nuson, motored to Portland Saturday
Boston.
garden
somewhat,
but
nearly
all
menu from the "Paris" and other J three times that much they wouldn't
here. The blueberry season, though
Mjjss Laatrice Stewari of Broad produce is harvested.
interesting things. Most important I be overpaid. Again, what are they
Paul Danforth nf Belfast, was in Forrest Maynard and son William ofJ on business.
nearly waned, is still somewhat in
Charles Rowland is visiting rela
Cove
spent
Sunday
with
her
sister
Donald Hall is home on a vacation progress in this section.
of all there were scallops, about flve going to do the rest of the year. Most
, town this week in the interest of the I Mil,on' MfU5S spent thc weekend ftl 1 tives in Lawrence. Mass.
their
camps.
Forrest
Maynard
and
)
from his school in Ames, Iowa.
bushels to a drag.
The net lines of them job around or go on boats in Mrs. Ernest Eugley.
Mr. and Mrs. Cecil Morton were re- i Llons Club.
William Maynard returned Sunday to j Mrs Helen Magnuson has employMr. and Mrs Harvey Simmons and
were pulled and the contents dumped ; the winter, when it is really bad and
Miss Aura Williams returned TuesThe High School principal Mr Dar- cent callers on Mr. Morton's sister.
Milton, Mrs. Maynard remaining Lo.JLent in Camden,
Woodrow
Simmons
have
been
recent
on deck. Tied again the drags were j make a bare living. Considering the
day from North Haven, where she
roch has rooms at the home of Mr. Mrs. Nathan Pease.
care for her mother. Mrs. Harriet' Mrs Emma Harrison and son
Rockland
visitors.
pushed over for the next drag.
Mrs. Minnie Murphy made a visit sPent the summer.
time they put in. the danger and the
and Mrs. Leslie Hall.
Jameson,
who is at the home of her Douglas are visiting relatives in Nova
Harry W Creamer was in Portland
Miss Amy Boutilier went Tuesday
discomforts it is a tough old life.
• • • •
Many springs and wells are dry j Monday night at the home of her
Beotia.
son. Dr. C. H. Jameson, Camden
on a recent visit.
The worst fear of the crew is a
needed before the niece Mrs Barbara Perry, accom- to Boston, where she has employment
Mr. and Mrs Anthony Jobin and here- Rain
At Friendly Home callers Sunday' ? Charles Wall and family have
The men then started the back
panying Mrs Perry's parents who are
Mrs. Nils Stordahl and daughter
“broker." That means no shore. The Mr and Mrs. Alfred Waltz have been Kround freezes,
were Mrs. Ilda A Russell, Mrs. Carrie ir.oved to Tenant's Harbor.
breaking work of digging by hand in
regular bi-weekly callers.
!Mrs R°y Arey were recent visitors
trip is landed and first of all the
recent Belfast visitors.
Signs of fall are apparent. No
Smith and daughters Evelyn, Joann
this varied pile for the scallops. Four
Mrs E. G Wiley and Mrs. Laura in Rockland.
I boat takes out 40% for its share
Mrs. Ejiniel Halloran and dhil- J summer ever finds people quite re
and Emmie of Warren.
on a side they worked. The scallops
Osborne of Camden were recent call- j Elmer Coombs and Walter Smith
! Then expenses are taken care of and
Mr. and Mrs. I. C. MacBride and
dren who were guests of her parents. signed to see Its glories depart and
were thrown in bushel baskets and
ers
on
their
cousin,
Mrs.
A.
I.
Perry.
have
employment
in
Washburn
] then the men get theirs if there is
daughter
Margaret passed Sunday at
Mr and Mrs. Alden Waltz, have re give place to dying verdure and bare,
the remainder of the catch shoveled
Mrs Ola Ames as State president
Mrs. Nathan Pease was hostess re
anything left. Let's suppose it is a turned to Ranchester, Conn
leafless trees.
their cottage, Wefoundit. Mrs Mac- j
back overboard. In poor fishing
and
Miss
Nina
Ames
as
State
secre

cently to Mr. and Mrs. Cecil Morton.
1 poor trip. We'll say the price is down
Ralph Eugley and
Colds are prevalent around town.
Mr. and
about one bushel of scallops is ob
tary. are attending the National con Bride's mother. Mrs. C. J. Pettee, was;
to $1.20 and only 400 gallons are Mrs. Charles
Eugley
were
visitors
Mr
and
Mrs
Alvah
E
Ames
and
tained from every ten bushels of
vention
of the Ladies of the G A.R their guest.
' brought in. The stock is $480. The Friday in Roclftand.
TENANT'S HARBOR
family accompanied by Mr Ames'
Mrs. Lilia Ames, her father Edgar
"rubbish," this fact in itself being a
in
Washington.
D. C.
) boat takes $192. The expenses run
Capt. L. Dudley has returned home
NO Bmiking—Recommended By Dentists
Crawford, son Edgar Ames and L*vi
Clayton Littlenqleand family have motj,er Mrs Mary Ames were callers
good example of the hard work in
Union
Church
Circle
will
hold
its
Approved By Good Housekeeping Bureau
| about $250 a trip. That leaves about moved to Warren where he has em- gun(jay on friends in Oakland and from Knox Hospital and is recuperat
Clark
were
at
the
Rockhaven
cottage
volved in the picking operation.
.
Just drop a little Stera«Kleen powder in
annual fair. Oct. 8.
$50 to split up nine ways or a little
ing
satisfactorily.
a
glass of water. Leave your false teeth or
Sunday.
The deck is again clean and the
ployment.
held a picnic dinner at Morse's Point,
Mrs.
Charles
Polk
was
pleasantly
bridges in It while you dress or overnight.
Mrs. Orris Holbrook is passing a
over
$5
to
a
man.
The
average
trip
is
Mrs.
Alfred
Waltz
was
a
DamariMr
and
Mrs.
Richard
Hammond
oP
DON
’T BRUSH. Simply rinse and your
scallops dumped into the shucking
surprised Tuesday night, with a util
plates are fresh and clean—clean where tha
two weeks' vacation with relatives.
Camden
spent
the
weekend
at
Rest____________
bins. With hands moving at light about 1100 gallons on the nine men scotta visitor recently.
i
brush
can’t reach.
»
Mrs. Amelia Taylor has returned ity shower at the home of her par easy cottage.
Stera-Kleen -emoves blackest stains, tar
Mr. and Mrs. Dewey Winchenbcah 1
ning speed the men remove the edible boats. The price will average about
tar, film nnd tarnish. Ends bad taste and
ents,
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Leonard
Swears.
APPLETON
home from Rockport, where she has
abductor muscle and throw the rest *135- The stock will run about $1500 and Miss Eleanor Winchenbach of
Mr. and Mrs. James Thomas of smell. Makes dull teeth look like new—
been guest of her daughter Mrs. Ed Mrs. Polk received many beautiful Bath, Kenneth Wiggin. Neva Dyer,
ttSrtn?eminert'd«nttat?*A?
The
boat
will
get
$600.
Expenses
West
Waldoboro
spent
Friday
night
overboard. A very small percentage
High School Notes
gifts. Luncheon included sandwiches, Mr and Mrs. Edgar Crockett. Exavier j §rr"XVorr^.-KlZ^^M^_b«k
gar
Brown
about
$250
leaves
$650
to
divide
nine
with
Mr.
and
Mrsl
William
Gross.
of the scallop is edible, the part used
High school opened Sept. 8 with
Adelle Hawkins is attending school cake, fancy cookies, punch and coffee. and Eleanor Winchenbaugh of Rock-! If you are not delighted. © 1986. P. A B. Co.
resembling the sweetmeat in a clam ways or $72 a man. This is regarded
The evening was spent in playing
William C. Darrock as principal and
in Rockport.
land were guests Sunday of Rev and
APPLETON RIDGE
only much larger. This muscle is as a good trip.
Miss Maude S. Fuller, assistant.
Virginia Barter has returned home and sister. Mrs Dorothy Wooster with Mrs. Herman R Winchenbaugh at
» • • .
Albert Moody-John Chaples. Bert| TDe Murollinent to la^_st
used1 to open and close the shell
from Camden where she has had em games, duets were sung by Mrs Polk Whispering Spruces. The party visit
which is practically the only weapon
their mother at the piano. «
One of the most disagreeable parts Mitchell and Leroy Moody recently the history of the Appleton High ployment.
for defense, locomotion and livelihood of the life on the bank is that the
At the meeting of Rebekah Lodge. ed Capt. Lee Dunn at the Coast)
School.
Mrs. Fred Watts who has been a
enjoyed a motor trip through the
that the scallop has.
Tuesday
night, two candidates re Guard Station at White Head during
boats are never still. When the seas northern part of the State. They also
These officers have been elected: patient in a Portland hospital re
The shucking motions are few. aren't running high there is a swell.
ceived the degrees. Lunch was served the afternoon.
Freshmen—Freeman Gushee, presi turned home last week.
attended
Presque
IsleiF
air
Percival Sawyer and family have
First the knife is pushed between the The boats are eternally pitching and
Miss Eva Torrey was a visitor last after the ceremonies.
A son. Frank Jesse, was born Sun dent; Robert Griffin, vice president;
been at their log cabin for a few (
Mrs.
Mary
Willey
went
Wednesday
shells cutting the abductor from the rolling. It is most upsetting and
MADE IN PORTLAND, ME.
day to Mr. and Mrs. Frank Hart. Mrs. Elinor Fuller, secretary and treas Thursday in Rockland.
days. Mr. Sawyer is working on the
upper shell. It is quickly inserted many men who have been to sea for
Henry Allen is having rooms fin to Cambridge. Mass., having been Sea Call camp.
Lizzie Edgecomb is caring for mother urer. Juniors—Ida Williams, presi
under the "rim" or the remaining years get that squeamish feeling that
dent; George Griffin, vice president; ished in a building owned by H. F guest of Mr and Mrs. Lyford Ross for
Mr and Mrs. George L. Alcock have !
and child.
two weeks.
parts of the anatomy and they are means only one thing. Thank Provi
Visitors Sunday afternoon at the Julia Brown, secretary and treasurer Kalloch and with his family will move
returned to Belmont, Mass, having
The
Silent
Sisters
met
Wednesday
flicked overboard. Another motion dence that I am not affected with this home of Mr. and Mrs. W. M. Newbert Seniors—Arnold Pitman, president; there upon completion.
spent a vacation at Rockledge Inn.
removes the abductor completely indescribable illness at sea.
Mrs. John Reid who has had em with supper at Kent's Restaurant and
were Mrs. Louie Keller. Mr. and Mrs. Ellen Maddocks, vice president;
Roland Paquin of the Augusta
cards
at
the
home
of
Mrs
Inez
Con

Fog is one of the chief causes jaf Jenness Keller, Dorothy and "Sonny" Natalie I. Mink, secretary and treas ployment at Drift Inn, is at home.
from the shell and it is dropped into
State police was guest Sunday I1
ant.
worry.
The
fishing
grounds
are
di

a 12 quart bucket. A fast shucker
urer.
Keller of Lincolnville Beach.
A meeting was held Tuesday night afternoon of Rev. and Mrs. H. R. I
can do 8 to 10 gallons an hour. By rectly in the trans-Atlantic steamship
The Freshman reception will be NORTH WASHINGTON
Services at the Baptist Church
at
Union Church vestry in the inter Winchenbaugh at Whispering Spruces.
the time the last of the catch is lane and it is seldom that at least a Sunday were under the direction of held Friday at the Grange hall. A
Mrs. Alberta Leighor has recently
Dr Herbert W. Thomsson of Utica, j
shucked the drags are up again and half dozen freighers and liners aren't the Fisherman Gospel Team of Bel supper will be served to the school moved from her daughter s residence est of the Lions Club. The banquet N. Y., has bought shore property from
was
served
by
Union
Circle.
it's the same old story. The men sighted every 24 hours. Sometimes a fast. Mrs. Regina (Cash) Harris was and faculty. The reception and in Razorville to her former home in
Miss Maude Grant returned to H. B. Bowes.
worked until 11 o'clock under flood dozen or more pass by and dangerously the speaker at the morning service dance at 8 o'clock will be open to this place.
Rockland
Monday, having spent the ^L. R. Andrews and daughter left i
close. The boats lay at anchor every
lights.
Members of the True family of
and also gave a solo.
the
public.
summer with her sister, Mrs. E. O Rockledge Inn today for their homej.
• • • •
night or fish and in the fog, the dan
Mrs. Esther Keating of Reading.
The boys baseball team, with Mr. South Liberty w ere callers here Sun
in Jacksonville, Fla They expect tol
Mills.
The day's catch has been placed in ger of being rammed is great. Many Mass., was at the A. G. Pitman home Darroch as coach, has started fall day.
make several stops enroute.
• • • •
A portable mill being built at Hib
tubs aft and must be iced before the beam trawlers are also fishing in the over the weekend. She was accom practice.
Prof. Wilbert Snow closed Igloo cot
Calderwood - Webster
vicinity of the scallop beds and make
tired men can go to their bunks.
panied by C. Johnson Pitman, who is
William McIntosh has been ill the bert's Corner by the Bath Box Board
tage Friday for the season.
plenty of trouble for the smaller
Avis Webster, daughter of Mr. and
Co , will soon be ready for operations.
First the scallops are washed and
attending Bryant and Stratton Busi past week.
boats.
Mrs. M. W. Lenfest and Mrs. Roy Mrs. Raymond Webster of this town,
ness College in Boston and boarding
then placed in bags, each holding
Miss Ellen Maddocks has trans
CLARK ISLAND i
I stood a watch in the fog one night
with the Keatings. Mrs. Keating's ferred from Appleton High School to Lenfest were visitors Sunday in Bath. was united in marriage Saturday to
about four gallons. Securely fastened
ana got a good realization of the dan
William Olson and family movedII
Robert Cunningham is engaged in James Calderwood, son of Clinton
daughter Winifred has entered Farm Camden High School.
they are put below and burled in ice.
ger It was nearly 2 in the morning.
AND UP
general trucking for E. Boynton of and the late Susan Delano Calder Saturday to Rockland.
ington Normal School.
In this manner they will keep fresh
The swells were running high and it
wood.
The
ceremony
took
place
at
Your
Old
Range Taken In
Margaret
Rogers
spent
Sunday
at
BEAU
BF.LLE
Washington
village.
Charles
Schaller
spent
last
week
in
for many days.
was an inky darkness and very weird
Ezchange
Lawrence Grover of Somerville Union Church parsonage, the double her home here.
(For The Courier Oazette)
Below the men go to the small, un and lonely. The thrashing around of Boston.
Away from all the world there stands called Saturday on friends here. He ring service being performed by Rev
Victor Bloomberg is ill at his home Atlantic Ranges are available In
Mrs. Adella Martin recently passed By
comfortable forcastle. It is time to the boat was noisy and suddenly I
the banks of the River Saint George
Black and All Enamel Finishes
reports that his father who was a N. F. Atwood. They were attended with grippe.
Open fields and rugged lands
“grub up” and turn in. After a few heard a harsh whistle. A liner was a week with her daughter.
EASY TERMS AS DESIRED
Mid which there Is a quiet lodge
by Mr. and Mrs. Donald Webster.
Boyd Morse who has had employ
resident
here
a
few
years
ago,
is
in
ill
hours sleep of questionable comfort bearing down dangerously near us. I
Mr. Calderwood attended Vinalha ment with Rockland Produce Co. dur
Where bowing trees nod in the breeze,
health
and
confined
to
his
room.
in very narrow bunks and the regular awakened the skipper and the engi
And skies of blue smile down.
W. A. Palmer, Donald Cunningham, ven High School and the bride is a ing the summer, has returned home
WE BUY
There lies a stretch of paradise
slumber-disturbing watches they are neer and we got underway. Out of
Mr and Mrs. John Olson and guest
Upon which no man can frown.
Robert
Cunningham and Mr. and graduate, class of 1934.
aroused early for another day and the night she came, a great mass oi
The couple are spending their enjoyed a trip Sunday to Cadillac
Mrs. F. W. Cunningham were visitors
If ever you should chance to roam
more long hours of the hardest kind steel, lighted up like a hotel and
Its enchanted spell.
TF.L. 9X0
honeymoon at Beacon Camp, Pleas Mountain.
■«
CLARENCE E. DANIELS Neath
You've struck the path that leads you Sunday at Fort Popham and Fort
of labor.
traveling at an alarming rate of speed.
313-325 MAIN ST„
ROCKLAND
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Swan
Larson,
accom

ant
River.
Congratulations
of
many
JEWELER
home—
Baldwin in Phippsburg and also nailed
47-tl
Let's follow through a day on the
To my home—the beautiful Beau Belle.
370 MAIN ST,
ROCKLAND
panied
by
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Walfred
Magfriends
are
extended.
on
relatives
in
Brunswick.
■
Nlckl Rush
tqoatinued au Page Five)
Jdadeline and Flora. All hands on
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NORTH WARREN

SOUTHWARREN

SALADA

With Extension agents

Mrs. Alma Spear of Thomaston has
“Healthy and Sturdy”
White Oak Grange is delighting in
been making a few days visit with
II
its recently acquired lights and as re
11
Mrs. Ada Spear.
sult will lake a new lease on life.
i
Mrs. Lucretia McNeil, who has been
There will be degree work Friday
visiting her sister Mrs. I,. R. Bucklin,
night, also inspection and lunch.
went Saturday to Newburyport Mass
Howard Hawes and Madolyn Hawes
Miss Zetta Jordan who was guest
of Union visited Sunday with their
of relatives here for a few days re
grandparents, Mr. and Mrs. C. W.
turned Saturday to Brunswick.
Mank.
Mr. and Mrs. A. G. Bucklin of Mal
MT. and Mrs. Egbert Maxey of
Mrs. Shutt’a Twins
den, Mass., called on friends here re Mrs. Barbara Shutt, 141 Morse St., Glen Cove were callers Sunday on
Agriculture
Watertown, Mass., writes the following:
cently.
Mabie Crawford.
A. W. Sherman of Union finds that
Maynard Condon has returned from
Mr. and Mrs. Colby Post of Rock
201
by applying lime and superphosphate
Labrador where he accompanied Capt.
land
visited Sunday at the home of
to oats seeded he is able tc obtain a
The poultry industry in Maine ranks third in importance as a cash in George Williams of Conneticut on a
Laxative Bound Worm Expeller
the former’s mother, Mrs. Rilda Post.
much better stand. He carried a plot come enterprise.
hunting and fishing trip in the boat has proved itself to be the best all round
Mabie Crawford, Mrs. Nan Erickson
in connection with Agricultural Con
The 1935 census credits Maine with 1,518.665 chickens three months old Karluk.
laxative and worm expeller from my
and
Mrs. Mary Calderwood called
servation. His area was checked or over, or 18 percent of all poultry in New England.
... I give it to all my
Mrs. Lula Libby and Mrs. Ada Spear experience.
Saturday at Mrs. Charles W. Mank's
children exclusively." ...
These birds require 136.679,000 pounds of grain annually, nearly all of
recently by Harold Allen of Hope,
were guests Monday of Misses Winnie Signs of Round Worms . . . Consti
(Continued on Page Four)
and announced that he was going to,
which is purchased.
Mr. and Mrs. Judson Benner of the
county supervisor.
“turn in" and let her drift The best
During 1934 Maine poultry flocks produced 12.844.018 dozen eggs which Winslow and Lizzie Winslow at War pation, deranged stomach, swollen village were callers Sunday at C. W.
• • • •
It was the Queen Mary bound west I
upper lip, offensive breath, hard and
were marketed in the State's numerous industrial A>jntgrs, summer resorts, ren Village.
way to handle a fishing boat in a gale
Mank's.
full stomach with pains, pale face, etc.
Plans are being made among the and to tourist trade.
and she passed within 100 yards of
1 is to let her take care of herself and
Mrs. Doris Maxey, Olive Fales.
The True Family Laxative for Children and
Mrs.
Della
Morton
of
Union
has
dairymen of Knox-Lincoln county to
us.. Through
presented ,,
... A1[ n
i,
-O the fog
-T, she K
that ls what we dld
Last year Maine shipped 41.987 cases of eggs and 136,842 pounds of dressed Leila Lermond, Eunice Bean, Rachel
Adults. Made from imported harba. Mild —
been visiting Mrs Nellie Orbeton for an eerie spectacle.
pleasant to take. Aak for it at your atore.
, ,
„ ,
organize a Dairy Herd Improvement poultry to the Boston market.
she rolled and thrashed in thei
Overlock and Jeannette Robinson en
s few days.
Suecea.lutly ueed lor 84 yewre
Georges is known as the “fog fac,
For the year ending Oct. 31, 1935. 138 Maine poultrymen who completed
Association. Meeting will be held Oct.
. ,
I trough of the seas, as steady and
joyed a weinie roast Wednesday at
cost
account
records
received
for
their
labor
an
average
of
$2
41
per
bird.
Word
has
been
received
here
of
thc
tory
of
the
North
Atlantic
and
It
Is
. o
,
i
15 at 7:30 p. m„ at the North New
.......
, ,
,
safe as an armored truck.
Maine produces annually a total of more than flve million dollars worth Camp Lookout, Jefferson.
death of Thomas Burns In Waldo seldom
that a day passes without fog
_
.
...
castle Orange hall. Donald Corbett
.
.
. .
i By morning the wind has subsided
Mr. and Mrs. Walter C. Leavitt have
NORTH HAVEN
of poultry products.
boro. Mr. Burns had been with hl3 shutting in
at some period.
I
. . ..
assistant dairy specialist, will be
some but the seas were heavy. UnDairy and general purpose barns made into laying houses are a common moved their household goods from
son. Brainard Burns, in Portland for
present to explain the organization. sight to travelers on Maine's highways.
We
were
cooped
up
below
during
an
<j
er
the
expert guidance of Capt.’
Phyllis
Duncan
returned
Monday
Marblehead, Mass., and are occupying
some time.
All dairymen Interested should plan
—From the New England Homestead.
13 hour blow and that was no fun. , Wailace. we made port, late but safe
the house they recently bought from to Newark, and Mr. and Mrs. Walter
Mr. and Mrs. Wilbur Stratton mo Everything was fastened down se
to attend. There are at present 10
Duncan with their son, ,to Newton
Frank Page.
tored Sunday to Massachusetts for a curely to ride out the gale. For all and although the boys didn't seem
associations in the State.
I in Rocklgnd than last year, as she
Marion Hobbs of Hope, is the
Charles Maxey is having a vaca Center.
few days' visit. Dyson Jameson was those hours we were on a roller to mind there were many moments'
• • • »
1 already has several new ones.
Knox-Lincoln 4-H delegate to the tion from his duties at the Standard
that night when I was In doubt as to
Mrs. Ray Beverage and Keith at the wheel of their new car.
coaster. Breath taking dives, fright whether or not we would reach the
Henry Kontio, manager of the1 Henry Keller and Henry Kontio, Eastern States Exposition at Spring- Oil Co.'s plant in Rockland.
Beverage were Rockland visitors
ful pitches and rolls, the thunder of dock.
State of Maine Blueberry Growers’, West Rockport, also have several field. She left for a week's trip with
Mr. and Mrs. Maurice Lermond of Monday.
heavy seas breaking over the deck
SUNSHINE
Association, reports that the associa- j new members in mind,
the 4-H clubs Friday from the Rock East Providence have been spending
This goes on year in and year out,
The beautiful flowers at the church
and we below, our lives entirely de
tion did not handle as many berries j Plans are being made for a meet- land railway station and will return a few days with relatives here.
The men get our scallops and make
Frank Thompson
Sunday were given and arranged by
pendent upon the durability of the
this year as usual due to the small ing of all district managers Oct. 13 at sept. 26
Mr. and Mrs. George Lermond and Mrs. Irving Simpson.
Residents here were greatly sad boat, which resembled a chip of wood their livings dangerously. They brave
crop, but the returns to the men Stahl's Tavern, Waldoboro. At this i
Mr. and Mrs. Percy Lermond motored
the great ocean fearlessly with
Several beach parties and outings dened 8ept. 15 by the death of Frank in a hurricane.
The Megunticook Juniors and the Sunday to Bar Harbor.
were much better. The Association j same time there will be a meeting of
everything against them They seem
were
enjoyed
here
the
weekend.
Those
Georges
draggers
are
built
Thompson which occurred at his
has been putting up a very good j the committee that will nominate a Pine 4-H clubs of Camden held their
resigned to their fate, trusting every
Dr. L. M. Richardson of Rockland home here after a lingering illness, for endurance and ride out a gale thing to a sturdy boat and a good
quality berry, which demands the top j Farm Bureau Executive Board for local contest Saturday at the Me
Irvin Spear
when
many
liners
would
founder.
was on the island Tuesday for the
gunticook Grange hall. Pine 4-H,
price,
1937.
A wave of sorrow swept over this tenth season of dental check-ups and during which he was tenderly cared They represent an investment of skipper. It's an adventurous life and
• • • •
with Mrs. Willis P Young, leader,
« « • •
for by his wife. Mr Thompson was about $25,000 and the average of a hard life. Yes, I’d like to go off
among
the
school
finished up all projects 100<"<. while community last Thursday when it treatments
A survey is being conducted by the
With The Homes
Georges in September in a scallop
born in this community 63 years ago, those lost is very small.
Extension Service on ‘'Care of
dragger again Sure I would If any
At the membership campaign com the Megunticook Juniors, with Mrs. became known that Irvin, the nine- children.
After six days on the Madeline and
son of the late James and Lydia
Several mishaps occurred during
Manure." It is surprising how many mittee meetings held last week the Eva Young, leader, had eight girls year old son of Mr. and Mrs. Herbert
one had a thousand bucks to hire me
Thompson. The greater part of his Flora, I transferred to the Louis A
men do not have even a cover over following women were appointed as complete all requirements. This Spear, had died as the result or the weekend. Donald Greenlaw,
to do so.
life was spent on this island where ' Thebaud by dory, in heavy seas, for
standing by when a companion dis
their manure pile. Many put it out- solicitors to secure the Farm Bureau program was put on by the two clubs; burns received Sept. 4
he
will
be
greatly
missed
by
all
who
the
trip
home
to
port.
We
left
at
3
30
side the barn under the eaves where ■ membe^h^ for their communities: Song. "How Do You Do" by clubs;
He was an exceptionally bright charged an air rifle, was hit in the knew him.
Saturday morning and was due to i
the rain from the roof washes away j BurkettvlUe: Mrs. Gladys Linscott, welcome, by senior president, Bar smart little fellow, with a ready smile comer of his eye by a rebounding
Funeral services were held last arrive in Rockland about 11 o'clock |
a large per cent of the valuable Mrs Mattle Light. Mrs. Ruby Han- bara Heald; solo, Ruth Owen; Tap- and his quick retorts and quaint say shot. A severe hemorrhage necessi Thursday from the residence, con Sunday.
material
I nan; Rockland: Mrs. EXhel Connon. dance. Edith Sheldon; Duet. Barbara ings were often repeated by old and tated treatment at Knox Hospital ducted by the pastor, Rev. Elliott
Tiie trip across the bank was un
* * * *
! Mrs. Eunice Morse, Mrs. Mattie Heald and Ruth Owen; Poem, Doro young. His untimely death, brings where it was learned that the sight Bodwell. The profusion of beautiful eventful but the sky looked ominous.
Wallace Robbins and Clifton Rob- , Gardner. Mrs. Katherine St. Clair; thy Ingraham; set-in pocket demon to the griefstricken family the sym ls not impaired and recovery may be
flowers gave evidence of love ar.d re It was late In the afternoon when a
expected within a few days. Mrs. gret on the part of friends and rela
bins. Hope, have a very good crop of slmonU)n: Mrs. john Buzzell. Mrs. stration, Priscilla Bates; solo, "The pathy of many friends.
heavy southeaster hit us and we hur
apples this year. The young trees Ouy
Mrs &rah Marceuo; So UtUe 6hlrt my Mother Mad<? for Survivors are his father, mother Estelle Crockett sustained a broken tives Burial was in Evergreen ceme ried along with the mountainous seas
Doctors say your kidneys contain 15 milaa
of tiny tubes or filters which help to purify the
Me."
Edna
Young;
duet.
Nina
Start
that were set out this spring have ,
. Mrs
AUen Mrs
and two sisters. Services were held at ankle Sunday, hospital x-ray reveal tery.
and strong winds on our tall. At blood and keep you healthy. Most people puss
3 pints a day or about 3 pounds of waste.
done very well with little loss.
i Annie Dennlson,
Mrs
victoria and Phyllis Arnold; adieu and club the home Sunday conducted by Rev ing a double fracture. A third ac
Mr. Thompson is survived by two midnight It was blowing a gale and about
Frequent or scanty passages with smarting
• * • •
I Clements, Mrs. Ruth Brown, Mrs. pledge, by junior president, Nina Hubert Leach of Thomaston. Burial cident befell Harry Whitmore who daughters. Mrs. Ruth Robbins of this was really a frightful sight. Seas and burning shows there may be something
wrong with your kidneys or bladder.
Start and clubs.
was in the cemetery in this place slipped from a truck and suffered! place and Mrs. Blanche Eaton of j higher than the mast threatened to
An eiceaa of acids or poisons in your blood,
Henry' Kontio of West Rockport has Grace Godfrey.
when due to functional kidney disorders, may 1
The
Pine
4-H
club
will
continue
several
bruises
and
scratches.
He
amid
an
abundance
of
floral
tributes
•
•
•
•
set his blueberry trap for next year.
Rockland; a brother, Alden Thomp- i break over the boat but we rode them be the cause of nagging backache, rheun.a’ic
pains, lumbago, leg pains, loss of pep and en*
Mrs. Sarah Marcello is the first to next year with Miss Edna Young, from relatives and friends. The bear was treated by Dr. Woodman. The son; five grandchildren, Clara, Alma, successfully.
Notices will be sent all blueberry
ergv, getting up nights, swelling, putbness
leader,
and
will
include
both
Junior
the eyes, headaches and dminesa,
injuries,
thought
not
serious,
have
ers
were
Wilbur
Harper.
Lloyd
Maxey
growers by the Extension Service pay her membership in Simonton
Ellsroy. Cecil and Josephine Robbins;
When it looked the worst I went to under
l'on't wait! Ask your druggist for Doan’s
and senior girls. Six girls re-enrolled Leland Overlock and Joseph Robin been painful.
Pius,
used
successfully by millions for over 40
when the first flies appear next community.
three nephews, Harold. Wallace and the pilot house with Capt. Wallace
years. They give happy relief and will help the
for club work at local contest and son. Jr.
• • • •
June.
Merrill Thompson; one niece, Emily and watched the spectacle. Around 15 miles <of kidney tuV*ee flush out poisonous
bh
‘ ~
~
—•
• • • •
Miss Lawrence, home demonstra were awarded felt 4-H sweater emb
Thompson, all of this place.
two o’clock, he shut the engine off waste from your lood. Get Doan’s Pills.
Silver Wedding Anniversaries
DREAMS OF CHILDHOOD
Many favorable reports are being tion agent, will hold committee meet- lems. They were: Virginia Carr,
Mr. and Mrs. Floyd Duncan cele
(For The Courier-Gazette)
received in connection with the mem- ings next week. Monday, in Friend- Edna Young, Edith Sheldon, Dorothy
Is something that seems to be brated Saturday night at Nebo Lodge
bership
campaign.
Mrs.
John ship at Mrs. Melvin Lawry's home at Ingraham, Phyllis Arnold, and Nina There calling
me back.
the 25th anniversary of their mar
For e er slumber shall fasten Its chains
Gardner of Rockland, manager of , 10 a. m„ and Orff's Corner at Mrs. Start.
My dreams take me back to the sweet riage which was solemnized Sept. 20,
•
•
•
•
the Rockland, Rockport. South j Vellis Weaver's at 1:30 p. m.; Tueslong ago.
1911 in this town by Rev. A. M. Watts
A local contest was held by the
And I live as a child again.
Thomaston, and Tenant's Harbor dis- j day. Sept. 29. Tenant's Harbor at Mrs.
South Thomaston Gold Star Workers The old house ls down and the cellar For the occasion the large recreation
trict, says there will be more members Gertrude Hupper's home at 1:30 p. m.
room of the Lodge was decorated with
filled In
Saturday at the Grange hall. The
• a • •
in my dreams I can see. it still there;
Home laundry meetings are sched club, with the help of the leaders, Though the years have been many, evergreen over the fire-place and in
everything ls unchanged—
big silver letters, 25th standing out
uled with Miss Law’rence for Thurs Mrs. Flora Baum and Mrs. Nellie
Every room, every table and chair.
in bold relief. There were flowers in
Wiggin.
put
on
this
program:
Songs,
day, Oct. 1, at Tenant's Harbor at
I can see the old barn with its low- abundance. A sister of the groom
Mrs. Gertrude (Hupper's home. Mrs. by club; duet. Marjorie Wiggin and
hanging eaves.
Where I played in the sweet, fragrant bridesmaid of 25 years ago. was pres
Mildred Pierson and Mrs. Frank Elsie Norton; story. Hester Grierson;
hay;
Crockett are on the dinner commit- solo. Alice Bohn; duet, Dorothy and The path through the field to grand ent, Miss Fostie Duncan; also Ches
mother's
house.
ter Dyer who was the best man when
| tee; Friday. Oct. 2. at Bristol at the Joan Baum; story, Carol Graves;
Where my feet so often would stray.
the ceremony was performed at the
duet,
Marjorie
and
Mrs.
Nellie
Wigchurch vestry. Mrs. Annie Winslow’
The pond by the shore where my boats
Baptist parsonage.
and Mrs. Florence Prentice are in gin; story, Dorothy Baum and Mar
I would sail
And laugh In my childish glee:
Present also were Mr. and Mrs. H.
jorie Wiggin; Club Songs. Each girl The
charge of dinner arrangements.
well by the gate, the tangled hop
O Grant whose marriage took place
displayed mfufftns as Hr cooking
vine.
• • • •
My playhouse and old spruce tree.
on the same date. Other than these
and housekeeping exhibit with her
“SHREDDED WHEAT and a box of
4-H Club Notes
peaches? Yes, mam. That’s tops
record
and story, and enrolled for In my dreams there's the room where I special guests, the company of 45 was
lor breakfast with most of our (j
used to sleep
The Singing Sewing club of West
1937. The eight girls enrolled were
customers!” When you order 1
Tucked away at the head of the limited to the families of Mr. and
stairs:
Rockport served a baked bean sup awarded 4-H felt sweater emblems.
Mrs. Duncan. Coming from Newton
today, don’t forget Shredded
So tired and sleepy at close of day
Wheat!
Center, Mass., were Mr. and Mrs.
per Sept. 17 with parents, friends and
Almost too tired for prayers.
Walter Parsons with their son, bring
club members present. After the
EAST FRIENDSHIP
I can see the old chair where mother
would rock.
ing with them a beautiful threesupper, the local contest was held
When the winter beat round us and
layer wedding cake weighing 14
Charles
E.
Cook
of
Concord.
N.
H.
blew.
with 70 people including club mem
Where, soothing my fears of the storm, pounds. Mr. and Mrs. Duncan were
she would sing,
bers present The program included recently visited his nieces, Mrs
the recipients of many remembran
Frank Miller and Mrs. Albert Jame "He will carry you through."
stories, solos, duets, and a play son.
ces and gifts, as were also Mr. and
I
can
see
all
the
things
that
to
me
“Making Over of Sacie” by the club
were so dear.
Mrs. Grant. A collation was served
Miss Madeline Burns who has had
Hear the music the brooks used to
mqpibers. Each club member com
during the evening. Music was en
make;
employment
at
Magee
Island
during
pleted her year's 4-H club work mak
I awake from my dream, the scenes are joyed and games played.
all gone—
ing a 100"; finish. Nine girls enrolled the summer, returned home Saturday.
In my heart a longing and ache.
Mrs. Carrie Parsons arranged the
Maynard Orne of Monhegan is
for 1937, each being awarded with a
How often, so often. In years that have room and decorations.
spending
a
few
days
with
his
mother
4-H felt sweater emblem. Mrs. Henry
gone
A surprise visit from Mr. and Mrs.
When the winds of life blustered and
Keller Is the local leader, this being Mrs. Olive Orne.
Duncan s daughter Phyllis of Newark
blew.
her second year and she has com
Mr and Mrs Harold Smith daugh Have I longed for the faith at which
lent additional joy to the celebration.
mother sang.
0 FrMucf ,f NATIONAL BISCUIT COMPANY pleted both years 100%,
ter Caroline of North Cushing, Mr.
"He will carry you through.”
Both couples have the best wishes of
and Mrs. Nelson Sabien and son
Some time I am going to wander back residents here with the hope that
Avard and Eileen Havener of Rock
Though my loved ones have all gone when another 25 years have rolled by
away;
land were visitors Sunday at W. W.
I shall visit the spot that ls haunting they may be together again for the
Havener's.
me so
golden jubilee.
7136
And again be a child for n d«v
Miss Emma Davis is ill.
Margaret Elwell
Spruce Head
Congratulations on their recent
WHITE HEAD
marriage are extended Mr and Mrs.
Richard Waldron of Rockland. Mrs.
Mr. and Mrs. Daniel Farnsworth
Waldron was formerly Miss Margue
and daughter have been at their
rite Stone, daughter of Mr. and Mr.;
Spruce Head Lsland home on 48-hour
Stanley Stone of this place.
liberty.
Mr. and Mrs. Roy Vose who have
been visaing several days at Frank
Mrs. L. B. Beal and daughter.
Miller's returned Sunday to Teel’s
Janice will pass several weeks with
Island.
Mrs. H. Andrews at Norton's Island,
B. S Geyer of Cushing is shingling
after which she will move to Rock
Quick relief from the maddening
the Fred Black place (formerly T. J.
land.
.
itch of eczema, psoriasis, poison
Bradford homestead).
ivy, and irritation about the rectum
Mr. and Mrs. Wilson Carter enter
Mr. and Mrs. William Richards or personal parts is obtained by ap tained guests over the weekend at
and family of Rockland, Mr. and plying an ointment called Resinol. Rocky Hill Point.
Leave it on over night. It lessens
Mrs. Rodney Davis and son Earl and the desire to scratch, and eases the
Clifford Elwell and Orland Petti
family visited Sunday at Emma irritation.
grow
have returned from Camp Cur
The soothing effect of Resinol
Davis's.
THE VOGUE • Hotpoint, ww,
takes the sting out of the irritated tis Guild, Wakefield, Mass.
modern ,1,1, »qu«re-type W,t,r
Bulbs known for their excellent quality.
A. A. Orne is painting his buildings. parts and makes you comfortable.
Heater gives constant not watec.
Mrs.
Frank
Alley
and
three
young

Bulbs in wide variety of choice.
Mrs. Eugene Watson and friends The skin heals sooner, too, with the
est children were at home from
Bulbs imported direct by us from foreign growers who have
of Bath were recent visitors here. help of Resinol.
raised bulbs for us for many years.
Rockland on a weekend visit.
A HOTPOINT Automatic Heater For As Little As $t Monthly—FREE INSTALLATION
The oily base of Resinol Oint
Mrs. Watson called on relatives.
ment is ideal for penetrating the
MAKE YOUR SELECTIONS—NOW—
Freeman E. Beal, bos'n mate first
Ralph Starrett and Charles Po outer layers of the skin and secur
While assortments are complete. If you cannot conveniently call—
land of the village have bought the ing deeper action. Bathing the af class, and Leland B. Beal, M. M.
write for Special Bulb Catalog.
Seppella Farm and with their fami fected parts first with Resinol Soap mate, first class, of the local Coast
hastens the effectiveness of Resinol
Guard Station, have been transferred
lies will move there soon.
FARM, DAIRY and POULTRY SUPPLIES — SEEDS
Ointment.
Many nurses suggest
Mr. and Mrs. Benjamin Laakso and use Resinol — why don’t you to Burnt Island. The latter had been
here 12 years.
were at their home here from Con try it ?
Buy Resinol Ointment and Soap
FOWL
necticut recently. While here they
Mrs. Adolph Stevens who was at
in any drug store. For free sam
sold their home to parties from Ten ple, write to Resinol, Dept. 4, Bal the Ligiit for eight weeks, returned
TEDERAL and TEMPLE STS., .PORTLAND
MAUVE
ant's Harbor.
Monday to Monhegan.
timore, Md.

AND THE

KNOX-LINCOLN

FARM BUREAU

-The Siner

TEA

WHERE THE HEN RANKS

Dr.True's Elixir

/OUT IN THE “FOG FACTORY"

HELP
KIDNEYS PASS
3 LBS.A DAY

The Famous
KENDALL & WHITNEY
—NARCISSUS—
—TULIP—
—HYACINTH—
—LILY, ETC.-

DON’T SCRATCH,
SOOTHE THE
IRRITATION

BULBS
ARE READY!

Kendall & Whitney

CENT

AINE
MPAMY
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Newbert; vice president. Mrs. Clara
Sawyer; secretary. Mrs. Grace An
Music Sunday at the Baptist drews; treasurer, Mrs. Lucy Sillery;
Church will be appropriate to Rally committees—calendar. Mrs. Sillery
Day. and will include the anthem. and Mrs Letitia Starrett: program,
■'Oh. Pray for the Peace of Jerusa Mrs. Kilborn and Miss Edna Hilt,
lem." Knox, solo bv Raymond K work. Mrs. Minnie Wilson and Mrs
Greene; anthem, "All Is Well,” Scott. A. D. Davis. Mrs. Abbie F Rice read
Mrs. Sanford Hyler and daughter. an interesting letter from a mission[Mrs. Earline Davis, spent Tuesday i.i i ary who is stationed in Iloilo. P I.
! and Mrs. Rice was also selected as
Portland.
Mr. and Mrs Frank D. Elliot, on a prayer leader for the coming year
weeks vacation trip, are visiting Mrs The hostess served a dainty lunch
Elliot’s brother Robert Vesper, in during the social hour.
Worcester. Mass., for a few days.
Truman Sawyer, who has been at
Mrs. Julia Curran, who has been home because of an injury to his
guest of her sister. Mrs. William j hand, has employment with the
Dunbar, for six weeks returned to Morse Boatbuilding Corp, where he
Boston Wednesday, accompanied by began work Wednesday.
Mrs. Dunbar, who will remain for a
Miss Jane R. Miller, accompanying
visit.
I ethers from Rockland. Tuesday, at
The next meeting of the W. C tended the Bangor Regional Confer
T U. will be Friday at 2.30 at the ence of the American Red Cross
I
home of Mrs. Truman Sawyer.
John Turner of Portland, is spend
Mr. and Mrs. Rodney E. Brazier
ing a week's vacation with Capt. and
have resumed their positions in
Mrs. James E Creighton.
Rockland after a week's vacation at
Mrs. Grace Collamore and daugh
Sherman's Sporting Camps, at big
ter. Miss Alice Collamore. have re Lyford Lake. Kokadjo.
The Baptist Woman's Mission ■ turned home after a week's visit in
.Circle had an enjoyable meeting ; Eoston.
Capt. and Mrs. Arthur J. Elliot
Tuesday afternoon at the home of
Mrs. H. S. Kilborn, with an excep spent Tuesday in Bangdr.
Miss Leila M. Clark is having an
tionally good attendance. Routine
business was transacted and plans enforced vacation from the postoffice
made for the coming year. Officers because of illness.
Mrs. Herbert Newbert. Mrs. Wil
elected were: President, Mrs. Minnie
i

THOMASTON

Stock up foi thi. wlnt£/i
RT THESE GRERT 5RVING5;

CANNED

Vf CfTfl®1!
5flL<!

V

7

AP F

ARM - fresh and
Garden flavored
- the best of the
latest crops.

FOOD STORES

4
TOMATOES
TOMATOES ,on* 4
IONA CORN 3
2
CORN
PEAS
3
DEL MONTE peas 2
2
PEAS
2
A&P PEAS
3
IONA
IONA BEETS 2
Packer's
Label

WHOLE KERNEL
PARIS

PACKER'S LABEL
SOUTHERN

NO. 2
CANS
NO. 2
CANS
NO. 2
CANS

NO. 2
CANS

MORNINC SUN

nrr

STRING
BEANS

SEEDED RAISINS DEL MONTE
SEEDLESS RAISINS DEL MONTE
RED SALMON
PINK SALMON

25«
29c
29c
25c
29c
29c
25c
37«
25c
23c

NO. 2
CANS

NO. 2
CANS
NO. 2
CANS

NO. 2
CANS
NO. 2
CANS
LARGE
CANS

2
2
2
2

PKGS

17c
15c

ctaVs

45c

caVs

19c

PKGS

3

Biscuits

pkgs

13c

pkg

19c

Corned Beef 2

NBC

CANS

29c

lb pkg

17c

IONA

Ritz

2

Cocoa

DICED

PREPARED

Carrots

no. i can

Rajah Mustard

6c

MIXED

JAR

9c

bottle

9c

LIQUID

Vegetables 3

vans

Bluing

20c

RELIABLE CUT

RAJAH SANDWICH

Green Beans 2

CANS

27c

i6 oz

Spread

25c

jar

TICK

FANCY CUT

Asparagus

no. i can

Insecticide

10c

ANN PAGE—PLAIN OR WITH SAUCE
NO. 1 «
CANS

DOES NOT STAIN

WASHING FLUID

REDDY — CLEAN. SAFE

2

Beans

IJC

Flit

14c

Klcenlin

Fire Kindier 2

BREAD

WHOLE
WHEAT

(pAAA&winq

can

35c

CAN

47c

PKGS

25c

20 OZ
LOAF

9C

7buid&

QUART JARS «« 79c PINT JARS °oz 69<
DOZEN $1.09
2-QUART JARS
BOTTLE 27c
CERTO
PKG 5c
PAK-TITE JAR RINCS
GOOD
LUCK
3 PKGS 25c
JAR RINCS
DOZEN 45c
JELLY TUMBLERS

J/iA&h J/luHa and Usqsial)bi&

CELERY
2 17«
POTATOES sweet 10 k 2.5c
CRISP

Tokay Crapes 3
A
MclNTOSH /»

Apples

red

4

lbs

25c

lbs

25c

r

BCHS

Green Beans
10
Onions

LB 5<
blabc

23c

(buddy QnAp&dxd foh TJjju
THIS MEANS A&P MEATS ARE INSPECTED BY A U.S. GOVERN
MENT INSPECTOR ONCE AT THEIR SOURCE AND AGAIN
AT A&P'S MEAT PLANT IN PORTLAND.

TOP ROUMD STEAK '
BOTTOM ROUND p0T ’gast

steer beef

LB

39C
29c

CHUCK ROAST
lB 25c
SUNNYFIELD HAMS WHOLE OR^HALF lB 29c
HEAVY
PORTERHOUSE STEAK STEER BEEF LB
BEEF LIVER
2 1«
LARGE NORTHERN

Oysters

SMOKED

PINT 29c

Finnan Haddie

liam Richards. Mrs. Truman Sawyer, >
ROCKPORT
WARREN
♦
Mrs. Earle Woodcock. Mrs. Luther i
«
A Clark and Miss Margaret Crandon
Mrs. Cora Coates of Rockland was
Mr and Mrs. Walter Ladd, who
4
are at home after attending the 1( guest Sunday of Mr and Mrs Herbert were guests of Miss Ella Ladd the
'*
three-day convention of the W.C.T.U. Coates.
past few days, have returned to New
HAMILTON Beach electric iand clean
er Practically new. Price reasonable 114
in Houlton.
Mr. and Mrs. Harry Magoon left Haven, Conn.
Broadway. Tel. 293-W
115*117
There will be a baked bean and Wednesday for Detroit, Mich., after
Mrs. E. F. Glover’s class and hus- (
IRISH setter for sale. 7 months, fine
ham supper Saturday in St. John's ! spending the summer at the home of bands were entertained at picnic
pedigree. $40 WALLACE WATTS. Ten
ants Harbor.
115-120
Church.
j supper Sunday at the George St. ,
Capt. and Mrs. Ernest M. Torrey.
Mrs. James E. Creighton informal
FIVE Runner ducks. 9 Toulouse geese,
j Clair cottage at Crescent Beach, j
Mrs. Minnie Weed who is with her
3 MUscouy ducks, and 20 light Brahma
ly entertained at tea Sunday to com
roosters ($50.) H P PARSONS. North
' Those who went from here Included. I
daughter.
Mrs.
Marshall
E.
Reed
in
Haven.
Me
115*117
pliment Mrs. Alice Strong, of Med
Roxbury is confined to the house by 1 Mr and Mrs' RalPl1 Wiggin. Mr. and
ford Mass., who is remaining with |
PULLETS, ducks, geese, sheep, lambs.
illness
'Mrs. Jolin Robinson, Mrs. Martha
| trade for guns. Platform Scales C. G.
That’s what all who see them say of our
her sister. Mrs. Martin E Webber, for
ERICKSON. Warren. Box 98 RF D 1
Burgess, and Mr. and Mrs. Sidney F.
An unusually enjoyable gathering
__________________________________ 115*lt
a time. Yellow garden flowers were
' Copeland.
used for house and table decorations of the Trytohelp Club was held Mon ! District 15
FOR immediate sale, forty acre farm ln
of I.O.OP. lodge will;
Washington. Maine, at a bargain FRANK
Cther guests were Mrs. Evelyn Snow. day night at the home of Arthur K.
H
INGRAHAM. Box 385. Rockland
meet Saturday night with Warren I
115-117
Mrs. Edward Weston . Mrs. Walter ; Walker with Mrs. Clara Lane as Lodge. D.DG.M Clarence Benner of (
Andrews and Edward O'B. Burgess. hostess. Picnic supper was served to
HIGHEST quality gas. State of Maine,
All
the
newest
styles
and
shapes.
All
the
wanted
Waldoboro will preside, and Warren
wholesale, retail; tires bargain prices.
Miss Emma ESsau. of East Miltnr., 45 members, husbands and invited
CONTINENTAL
DISTRIBUTORS,
265
Lodge will exemplify the second de
cover
fabrics.
A
wide
selection
actually
on
our
Main St.. City._____________________ 89-tf
and Samuel Kenney, of Rutland. guests in the large building recently gree. Several grand officers are ex- 1
NEW milch cow for sale. KENNETH
Mass., are guests of Mr and Mrs. Al constructed. Following the supper the
floor and truly “as new as tomorrow.”
pected to be present, among them. J
I WILLIAMS, 122 Thomaston 6t . City.
members remained for the business
fred M. Strout.
113-115
Grand Master, George Daley of Old J
Mrs. Isidore deWinter, who has session and social hour and the men
Cash
Or
Convenient
Terms
HOUSEHOLD
goods
for
sale
at 17
Town. Supper will be served at 6
1 Knox 8t.. Thomaston
113-115
been on a case in Camden, is at her went to the Baptist parsonage where
standard. District 15 embraces the
GREEN Tomatoes by bbl., bu.. or peck;
a Men's Brotherhood Class was
heme on Green street.
lodges of Warren. Union, Appleton, j
also ripe tomatoes. Del. In city. O SAR
Mr. and Mrs. Gluyas Williams, formed. Proceeds from the supper
KESIAN. 157 Talbot Ave. Tel. 568-W
_________________________________ 112*117
daughter Peggy, and son David, who will be added to the boiler funt for Round Pond, and Waldoboro.
Miss Katherine Starrett ls a stu- j
OOOD hard wood vinegar and pork
were registered at the Knox Hotel, the Baptist Church, and to further
313-325
Main
Street
Rockland
Tel.
980
barrels for sale. PERRY'S coal wharf
have returned to West Newton. Mass. increase this fund the Club will serve dent at the Ballard Business College
114-tf
______
Mr. and Mrs. James Chickering, a public supper in this building next in Rockport.
FRANKLIN stove for sale, like new.
The Forget-me-not Troop, Is plan- j
—
only slightly used Price right. Also 2
who recently visited their cousin. Mr;. Monday at 6.
ning an amateur program for Oct. 13. | callers Sunday at the home of Ern.
cottages on Georges River. ALFRED
Clifford Clark, have returned to
HOCKING. Tel. 17. Tenants Harbor
Mr. and Mrs. James Miller, daugh
114*116
the place to be announced. The Troop j est L starrett.
Dover.
ter Ruth. Everett Merrill, Carroll
Advertisements ln this eolumn not to '
large narinr heater for sale Price
volunteers and those who will
Miss Gertrude Mank is employed at
Miss Elsie Bridges went Tuesday Merrill with their guests. Mr. and wants
rA/.
Ilnoo
IrcartaA
Anea
/rv
—
14
*
_
.
..
_
,
. . .
. , i
ixceed three lines Inserted once for 25 I reasonable Tsl
M
114*116
to spend a vacation with friends in Mrs. Clifford Merrill of Methuen, offer some number are asked to get ln the home of Mrs rqv Gaspar. Thom- cents, three times for 50 cents. Addl- I Leasonable Tel 645~M
HOUSEHOLD
furniture
for
sale,
new
touch with Mrs. Nettle Jameson
t,on&1
"nM ,lve cente cach ,or one tlme
Leicester. Mass.
10 cents for three times. Six words and used. MRS SMALL, 189 Limerock
Mass., returned Tuesday from a three
make
a
line.
St
112*114
Mrs. Avis Norwood, Mrs. Anna StarMiss Elizabeth Emmons, daughter
Mr. and Mrs. Alvah J. Linneken day motor trip to Northern Maine.
rett. or Mrs. Sidney Wyllie. The | of Mr and Mrs. H. A. Emmons of
POCOHONTAS soft coal. $8 50; hard
were guests Sunday of Mr and Mrs.
*(♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦81 I coal.
Improvements are being made on
$14 50; coke. $11. J. B PAULSEN.
proceeds will benefit the Troop.
this town. formerly of Bloomfield.
Francis Friend in Skowhegan
Tel 84-2. Thomaston.
112-tf
the George Wentworth house on
Herbert Thompson, who is summer
N. J., left last week for Medford, ♦
"
TWO Freshen Jersev cows for sale.
“
j Commercial street, recently bought
Mrs.
Claude
Averill
who
has
been
4
I MRS CYNTHIA JOHNSON. 79 Main St..
•
‘
Mass . where she has entered Jacklng at the Knox Hotel, entertained
• ♦ ♦ * I Thomaston. Me
112*114
by William Harms of Philadelphia under observation and receiving Jon Couege the women's Department *
Mr. and Mrs. Charles A Creighton
FORDSON tractor for sale. BICKNELL
Everett
FOUNTAIN Pen with name
1 Considerable work is also being done treatment at the New England Bap- Qf Tufts
106-tf
Greene lost on Main street. L K MANUFACTURING CO
and Mrs. Helen Smith, at dinner on
on the grounds and the adjoining lot tist Hospital in Boston, returned
112-114
GREENE. 16 School Bt
....
SMALL pigs for sale. $3 up F. A.
Sunday.
SILVER pin lost, with picture of KIMBALL. 397 Old County Rd.. Te!.
?wned by Mrs. C. F Griffith of home Friday with Mr. and Mrs.
105-tf
Napoleon ln center. MRS DUNBAR. 75 321-W
Clever Amateurs Entertain
Philadelphia and known as Capt. Judson Garnett who had motored
Willow St
115-117
USED pianos, uprights, for sale, or to
EAST WASHINGTON
The
freshman
reception
given
FriEells Boat Barn.
let
for
the
season
Phone
us.
Rockland
PURSE lost In Rockland post office
here for ___
her______
Mr._________
LAverill______
also
Mr and Mrs W. M Prescott visited
980. STONINGTON FURNITURE CO
105-tf
The Nitsumsosum Club and hus returned with them. Mrs. Averill Is da>' ni8ht at Olover hail was largely , ^^nllRewk^ "if "returned to" marSunday at the home of Mrs. Pres
responding to treatment, though the . attended ln spite of the rain, and I caret albee. 97 Union st.. itockiiind.
ALL kinds of dry hard, and soft wood,
bands
met
Monday
night
for
bridge
cott's brother Sanford Cargill in
under cover, also lumber. T. J. CARat the home of Mr. and Mrs. Freder- i progress is slow. Miss Ella Maloney !1,0111 the freshmen and upper classes
ROLL. Tel. 263-21. Rockland.
105-tf
South
Washington
Mr and Mrs. W. W. Light were kk F. Richards. Honors were won by of Cushing is at the Averill home.
| had a thoroughly enjoyable t.me
THIRTY foot cabin Cruiser for sale
< fully equipped, call FLY'S OARAGE105-tf
Its form was a Major Bowes Ama- 1
Miss Beatrice Haskell is studying
guests Sunday of their daughter Mrs j Mrs. Walter •Carroll and A. V. Mb
with
Emanuel
Ondricek.
«ur
Hour,
with
Avard
Robinson
as
Blanche Rokes in North Burkettville , Int-'Te with Mrs McIntyre and , the violin
R
Richard Belcher who is in town for Clar«nce Munsey receiving low score.! the piano with Mrs. Ondricek at the the Major, and members of the
♦
i
an indefinite time has employment at Mr. and Mrs. Albert U. Rhodes and j Ondricek Studios ln Boston, and also j Preshman class 45 a«
. ateurs
.
.
,
i POSITION wanted, taking care of ♦
Numbers
received
hearty
applause
children nights References If required. ♦
*
Charles Barnes' portable mill.
Mrs. Bert Gregory returned Sunday I taking seveial subjects at the New
112U14 R
R
with Lucille Carter winning the prize 7 Grove Bt.
Harriett Ripley is working for Mrs. I from Boston, having motored there England Conservatory of Music.
ORANGE, male angora Kitten With
APARTMENT of five rooms to let with
for a tap dance. Other offerings nice long fur. wanted at once DEI J A
Clara Overlock for a few weeks while Friday with the latter s son Robert
Mrs s F Haskell who accom- | were: Minuet by Marion and Vernal YORK, Tel 904-J________________ 115-lt j garage Centrally located, reasonable
price Adults preferred. 8 Green St..
Mrs. Overlock is convalescing from who is enrolled as a student at Bur- | panied her daughter, Miss Beatrice I
HUSTLER wanted! to Introduce, sup Thomaston.
115*117
Wallace; vocal solo. Verna Robin
ply demand for Rawielgh Necessities
| Haskell, to Boston last week, returned I
surgical treatment at Augusta Gen- dett College.
FURNISHED hou^e to l»t. 6 rooms,
son; recitation. Virginia Starrett; J Good routes open nearby Rawielgh
bath,
garage.
11
Birch
street.
115-117
arol Hospital.
Mr. and Mrs. Kenneth Knight have t home Monday.
get business. No selling experi
piano solo. Margaret Nutter; vocal Methods
ence needed
We supply Sales. Adver
PARK Street Grill to let. completely
Charles Overlock was in Rockland moved from Camden street to the 1 Jeruel M. Hart, ill the past several
solo. George Robinson; whistling. tising literature, all you need Profit* furnLshed. $8 a week V F. STUDLEY.
last Sunday on a business trip.
Thurston house on Spruce street.
' weeks, is slowly improving. He is | Ernest Payson; imitation of a whip- should Increase every month. Low prices; Tel. 1154 or 330___________________ 115-tf
good sal ups. con^ilete <>rvlce RAWNEW 7 room house to let. electric
Charles Messer of Union is em
All officers of Fred A. Norwood being cared for at the home of Mrs. poor-will. Stanley Robinson.
T EIGH S DEPT' MEI-73-63. Albany. N lights,
at Ingraliam HIU. Inquire 34
Y._______________________
115*lt Main St.. Thomaston, MARTIN LEON
ployed at the home of Mr. and Mrs. W.R.C. are requested to be present Alvah Simmons.
! Fairy story. Helmi Lampinen; barn
ARD
GIRL
wanted
for
general
housework
115*117
Roy Light for a few weeks.
at the meeting Friday night, as re- i Officers will be elected Monday yard imitation. Charles Stimpson; i and care of children apply at 6 Brook
FOUR-room apartment to let. all
side
Ave
.
Camden.
Maine
115-117
Mrs Annie Overlock of Liberty hearsal for inspection will follow and night at the meeting of Mystic Re- domestic animal imitation. Baxter ,
modern, at 48 Grace St Tel. 133
114-tf
USED tire wanted size 5 00x20 Tel
visited Mrs Clara Overlock recently matters of importance are to be dis- 1 hekah Lodge.
FURNISHED house to let. furnace,
Tolman; bird imitations. Russell 1262-W Rockland
1*5*117 1 lights,
garage if needed MRS A J.
Charles Bartlett, an aged citizen of
Rev Howard A. Welch will speak Smlth. recitations. Pauline Young, i MAN wanted to handle distribution of CROCKETT, 38 Rankin St.
114-116
this town is in ill health.
on. "Lifting the Level Of Life” Sun- |I _„,
h. \»rTntire Frederick Burgess, famous
Watkins Products ln Rockland
FURNISHED apartment at 80 Pleasant
Bertha MCintire. neaenia ouig
nearhv
rural
localities,
selllne and
and
and
nearby
rural
localities,
selling
Edith Overlock of Razorville was
to let. Adults only. 23 Amesbury
day morning at the Baptist Church. £^,,<,5 Leonard. Ethel Hutchinson. serving hundreds of satisfied customers. street
street. Tel 958-J
114-116
weekend guest at the home of her
opportunity for right party
Church school will be at 12, and , Gertrude Lampinen. Lloyd Welling- Excellent
FURNISHED heated apartment to let.
No Investment Write J. R WATKINS
cousin Mrs. Blanch M Johnston.
COMPANY. 231-87 Johnson Ave . Newark. 2 rooms and bath; also unheated apart
Christian Endeavor at 6. The evening ton; vocal solo Buth Starrett.
114*lt ment. FOSS HOUSE. Park street. Tel.
N kJ.
worship will open with a song ser-----------------330.
114-tf
RAW Fur Buyer Wanted: Large New ,
For Not Growing Rice
vice followed by the sermon topic, |
York fur house requires the service of
THREE furnished rooms for light housePresident Roosevelt paid 19 rice
fur buyer. Excellent opportunity for 1 keeping to let with private bath. Apply
“Victorious Living."
capable man Write full details, expert- I 65 North Main St_______________ 114-tf
growers more than $25,000 each, one
Music
at
the
morning
service
Sun

ence. references Room 211-A. 140 Nusau
FURNISHED rooms and board; also
of them receiving a check for $59,St New York.___________________ 115*116 i sman store to let. at 17 Water St. 114-1 IB
day at the Congregational Church
000. All of that for sot growing
i
MTDDLE aged woman would like com- , FURNISHED apartments to let at 21
rice.
includes the soprano solo, "Behold
panlon position, or housekeeper Protes- ; Talbot Ave. for winter. MRS. C. F
i
tant.
References. Write Box 373. North SIMMONS. Tel. 8-R.
112-114
| God is Mighty” (Wooler) by Mrs.
114*116
As thc first Saturday in September ' Haven Mr.______
tenement to
Sidney Wyllie. Mrs. Wyllie will a!so
ht sunshine it I MIDDLE ace woman wanted for light garage R 'u COLLINS. Tel."# StocT:
sing a duet with Miss Evelyn Bern*. °Pen Q
house work marguerite t simmons land
112-114
TRY THIS DELICIOUS “BIG LEAGUE” CEREAL
„
rrnzad
Hav
tn
view the Warren. Me RF.D. No 1 Box 149 114-116
;------------------------------- —-----Robert Wotton, who observed his seemed a good day to
_
■■
a
-; six room house to let Oct 1 Modem.
, _
_ ,,
GIRL or woman wanted for general 47a oid cnnntv Rd ct.apa
lover arm
21st birthday anniversary* Tuesday scenery from the top of Tufts College , housework. Sundays off. free each day at Tei. 963-j
*
112-tf
Apply CHAMBER OF
was honor guest at a surprise party Hin Medford, Mass., and it was. If: commerce
TWO
room
kltcnenette
apartment
to
114-116
ln Barter block. $4 week, heat and
at his home 21 guesU being present. | ftny reader happens t0 be in that I MIDDLE aged man wanted, dry milker. let
water H. B. BARTER, Tel. 611-W. or
few cows, year’s work, good home, small 1017-J.
___________ _________ 111-tf
Mr. Wotton received many nice gifu.
a .vicinity, just drive up Packard wages References. E E. CHAPMAN.
APARTMENT to let, 4 rooms bath;
Nobleboro
112*117
Ice cream and cake wtre served.
furnished apt. 3 rooms, toilet. 12 Knox
REFINED middle-aged lady would 8t , Tel 156-W
A THREE BASE HIT WITH THE CHILDREN
Among those present besides Mr. and avenue’ l>ark Jour rar an
U|) 0
________ in.tf
‘I
like position as housekeeper or com
LIGHT housekeeping apartment to let.
Mrs. Wotton and family were Roger the reservoir. If the day is clear you panion Address B. L. care CourlerPower for oil Joy”, •• in yoer
all modern conveniences. Adults onlv.
morning tfeonwng Clover Form
Teague, Mrs. Laura Seavey, Rev. will get a grand view of the suburbs Oazett e_________________________ 113-115 MINNIE MILES. 31 Ocean street 113-115
PRACTICAL
Nurse
wanted
ln
a
private
RoWed OoH
Ir'i wonJerfvMy
Howard A. Welch, Howard Welch Jr.. of Boston, namely. Cambridge home Write Box 445. Rockland. Me for L «”UKNiaHED second
floor apartment
sec
novnsking.
114-116 40 et' 14 Masonic street.
112-114
Mrs. Susie Oxton, Elizabeth Oxton, Somerville. Newton. Watertown. Bel Interview.
CAPABLE neat woman wanted for „ APARTMENT to iet at corner of
mont,
Arlington,
Winchester.
Med

Paul Oxton, Mrs. Jennie Kenniston
cooking and general housework Perman- «SSn, SS,1? »°D<rsoc-St,sX«reasonable,
Quick or Regular
114-116 ****** LEOLA ROSE. 100 Union St. 105-tf
and daughters, Elizabeth and Alice. ford. Malden. Everett and even to ent position. Box 746. City
NEAT middle-aged woman wanted for hi??1I»IrT7n^tiaHT/OOt C.?.bln Crulser for
CLOVER FARM
Mary Ludwig. Lois Bazemore. Mr. I Lynn and Nahant.
house work ln family of two. adulta ln rilF
r8allln8 or Bshlng,
105-tf
and Mrs. Chester Wyllie, Alfred' An old. old story: Scene—desk in a Appleton village Write or telephone 3-13 1 —11 rLlYES OARAGE.
MRS
ASHTON
RIPLEY.
Appleton
SMALL
apartment
now available
Wyllle. Miss Virginia Wyllie, Robert t hofcel- Guest t0 clerk' “Is there any
113-115 MRS. A. H. JONES, 5 Talbot Ave. Tel
HEALTHFUL
576. _____________________________ 72-tf
Wyllie. Miss Ruth Hutchins. Miss mail for me?”
POSITION wanted as housekeeper ln j
Clerk: "Name, please?”
FOUR-room apartment to let. all
small household Neat, good cook® Box
Phyllis Perry. Carl Perry, and Miss
203, Warren._________
lft’HS ! modern. Apply at CAMDEN it ROCK
"I. B. Smith.”
LAND WATER CO . Tel. 634.
105-tf
Annie Starrett.
GIRL or woman wanted for house
Man directly behind him says, "So work In exchange for board and room
• • • •
MRS K. A ROGERS, Tel 20-14. Liberty.
Earle Moore and Ernest Dolham be I."
R
___________________
113-115
The soap of beautiful women
I
As I walked around the reservoir, a
attended the funeral Tuesday at
SMALL horse wanted for keeping, good
♦
Appleton for George Merrifield, a man and a young lady were standing home and care DOROTHY POLKY.
Sunkist 252 Size
Tenants Ha-bor. Me
113*115!
Corned Beef, Fancy
ll************^.*^
looking
in
the
direction
of
Lowell.
former
resident
of
this
town.
Changes,
doz 33c
PROTESTANT, middle aged lady wants
Brisket,
lb 21c
Mr and Mrs. E. L. Faunce of Marl Man; “Can you tell me where Boston position as companion, or care of conAT Public Landing, for sale or to let,
and equal weight of
Native
valescent
or seml-lnvalld. __
Best of
_ ref- about acre of wharfage and space and
is
from
here?
”
boro, Mass., were weekend guests of
erences.
Box
367,
Thomaston
or
Tel.
22
Including
former Curtiss Wright bulldCabbage Free
Celery,
bch 10c
“If you turn around you will be
112-114
and railway, I. L. SNOW CO.. Agents.
Mr. and Mrs. Sidney Wyllie.
—-------------------------------------------------------------- 1
67-81-tf
Among those from Crescent Temple looking toward Boston but you will
POSITION wanted, as allround cook.
HOUSE and stable with hen houses
HORACE PERRY, Cor. Union and
and
3
acres
of
land
for
sale
or
rent.
on|
P.
S
who
attended
the
District
ConJ
n
°t
aa
the
college
buildings
Willow Sts., Rockland.
87-tf
C MFATS>
Qlen St.. Rockland Inquire at IX>Rvention Tuesday at Friendship ' hid<>
but 1 will show you where
MAN'S SHOE STORE____________ 113-tf
Temple were Mr. and Mrs. Jesse J’ou can fee
from the college
FARM containing 50 acres for sale ln
PINE TREE DIVISION
the north part of the town, known as
Mills, Mrs. Abbie Stickney. Mrs. grounds."
the A. F. Nash place. Buildings ln fair
Man: “I'm from Maine."
condition. Cheap for cash sale. Also the
Shirley Bowley all of whom attended
on the John Glidden place. An
R *••*•*■*•*•*•*•*■*♦♦♦♦♦81 land
Boze: “So'm I.”
both sessions. Those who went in
ideal building spot on route 17 between
The man from hom? hailed from
YARN—We are prepared to make your Stickney Corner and W. Washington.
the evening were Miss Doris Hyler,
wool Into yarn. Write for prices. Also For further information consult the
Mrs. Edwin Gammon, Mrs. Roland Waterville. With his daughter he had yarn for sale. H. A. BARTLETT. Har- Selectmen of Washington, Tel. 6-5
105-116
Starrett and Mrs. Ralph Robinson. come in his car to visit friends in raony. Maine
BEAUTIFUL cottage lots on Spruce
BUTTONS machine covered by De Head
| --------------------------------------------------------------------------An instructive session is reported. Medford over the weekend. He had fiance
for sale. Tel. Rockland
button machine. Rhinestones at 853-13. Island
or Inquire R. B. SPEAR. Spruce
worked
from
1907
to
1915
on
the
tached to your garments. Faggoting,
Officers present were: Grand Chief
7
It':; about heavier clothing that we want to talk to you today.
82-tf
hemstitching, picot and pinking. Metal B»<I____'_____
Hazel Dean of Yarmouth; Grand street railway and lived in South ed^ins reascnable. Make your old dress
THE C. F. Miller Store for sale, in
It's timely, it’s better to keep warm and comfortable and much more
Camden.
15
Washington
street
Next
to
Boston.
When
I
showed
him
the
look
like
new
MRS
YORK.
Pleasant
Mistress of Records and Correspond
Z healthy. Let us be your doctor this fall and keep you well.
St.. Tel. 904-J.
115-117 the Fire Station. Apply to MRS C F.
Custom
House
tower,
Bunker
Hill
MILLER.
19
Cross
street
or
MR
L.
L.
ence, Lila Haskell of Auburn; Past
YOUR Future Indications. Your ques ANDERSON. 39 Sea street. Camden
Grand Chief, Carol Welch of Old Monument and Great Blue Hill, he tions answered helpfully 25c and stamp. _■_______________
BOVS’ MACKINAWS, all wool, heavy material and pretty
'
106-114
115*117
patterns, some with hoods
$5.00, $6.00. $7.00
Town; and Grand Mistress of began to get his bearings. We met, OAA JONES, Bluehlll Falls
not»:e
NEW PRICES Mixed iron delivered
BOYS WOOL SCHOOL KNICKERS ........... $1.00. $1.50, $2.00, $3.00
Finance, who also is deputy of Dis spoke, said a few gocd werds for our $4.50
ton; mixed rags delivered 02
U. S. District Court. Maine District
native
State,
and
parted.
BOVS' ZIPPER JACKETS ........................................................... $2.98
lb: Junk of all descriptions wanted.
Portland. Me , Sept. 22. 1936
trict 10, Marie Simpson of Boothbay
JUNK CO. Corner
Pursuant to the rules of the District
On my return journey I met a fel COMMONWEALTH
BOVS’ WOOL LONG PANTS ........................................... $2.00, $3.00
Harbor.
Leland and Rankin Sts. Tel 916 or 108-W. Court of the United States for the DIs112*114 rlct of Maine, notice ls hereby given,
BOVS’ WOOL FANCY SWEATERS
$1.00, $1.50, $1.98
George Teague and Emerson O. low member of the Sons of Maine
YOUR Future Indications. Questions that Jerome C. Burrows of Rockland. In
BOVS’ RAIN COATS .................................................................... R.CO
Club
who
travels
by
auto
on
business
Perkins visited friends in Newcastle,
answered. 25c and stamp. Reading. G. A. said District, has applied for admission
BOVS' LACED BREECHES .................................... $2.00, $2.50, $3.00
and has just returned from a trip to A. JONES. Bluehlll Falls. Me.
112*114 as an attorney and counselor of said
recently.
District Court.
MEN’S ZIPPER JACKETS ................................................. $3.75, $3.G0
ROCKLAND
Radiator
Works.
70
Park
Ellsworth
his
home
city.
He
crossed
Miss Ruby Starrett was weekend
JOHN F. KNOWLTON.
St Be prepared for cold weather. A free
Clerk.
MEN’S MACKINAWS .......................................................... $6.50, $7.50
the Waldo-Hancock bridge, to Bel Radiator flush-out with every repair
guest of Miss Verna Robinson
115-117
112*114
MEN'S WORK PANTS ........................................................ $1.50, $1.98
i Mrs. Mary Richmond is visiting
visitir her fast, then across country to Water Job.
NOTICE
LADIES—Reliable hair goods at Rock
MfN’S DRESS PANTS ........................................................ $3.00, $3 50
16isters, Mrs. Sarah Hull and Miss ville. Summer business has been on land
Hair Store, 24 Elm St. Mall orders
U. S. District Court, Maine District
MEN’S FANCY SWEATERS ............................................... $1.50, $1.98
solicited.
H.
C.
RHODES.
Tel.
519-J.
the up ar.d up in Maine, he tells me.
j Eliza Swan of Rockland.
Portland. Me.. Sept. 22. 1936
105-tf
MEN’S AND BOVS’ HEAVY ALL WOOL SWEATERS; these
Pursuant to the rules of the District
Emerson O. Perkins and George Why not? Maine has all the other
Court of the United States for the Dis
arc in maroon, white, black ............................... $2.98, $3.98, $5 00
, Teague called Tuesday on Maurice States have—plus, with Tenants
trict of Maine, notice ls herpby given
that Frank A. Tirrell. Jr., of Rockland'
j Haskell of Orff's Corner.
Harbor for good measure. Of course
In said District, has applied for admis
J Fred Kenniston has been ill with the folks come to Maine!
sion as an attorney and counselor of
said District Court
I
I grippe.
Boze
JOHN F. KNOWLTON,
1 Mr, and Mrs. Newell Eugley were
Clerk.
Somerville, Mass.. Sept. 23
1
I
115-117

cAs- NESVasEwnarrow-/:

FOR SALE

NEW STUDIO COUCHES

STONINGTON FURNITURE CO.

In Everybody's Column

LOST AND FOUND

WANTED

TO LET

Tenants Harbor Days

READY TO SERVE

NBC UNEEDA

Every-Other-Day

19c

AtP -food Stales

F

C

lge pkg 20c
sm pkg 9c

WHEAT PUFFS,

two 5 oz pkgs 17c

WHEAT1ES,
CAMAY SOAP,

2 pkgs 23c
cake 05c

REAL ESTATE

Clover Farm Stores

♦ MISCELLANEOUS ;

|

AYER’S

WILLIS AYER

1

READ THE AM
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Every-Other-Day

OF BYGONE DAYS

ETY
Mr. and Mrs. LeRoy Gorrie of
Westbrook were weekend guests at
the home of their daughter, Mrs. R.
L. Stratton.
Maurice Orbeton of Bangor was a
business visitor in the city Tuesday.
Mr. and Mrs. Daniel Paulitz enter
tained at dinner and cards Saturday
evening honoring their guests Mr.
and Mrs. Earl Laking of Michigan.
Other guests were Mr. and Mrs. John
A. Snow and Mr. and Mrs. Lawrence
Mr. and Mrs. Everett Blethen re Leach.
cently visited Mr. Blethen's former
Rockland home.
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Lambert and
son, John of Washington, D. C.. who
Mrs. John A. Stevens of Rockland have been guests a few days of Mrs.
street entertained the Thimble Club Lambert's aunt, Miss Delia Jackson
Monday night.
Perry street, have returned home.

Mr. and Mrs. A. R. Marsh of Talbot
avenue had as weekend guests Mr.
snd Mrs. L. Winchenbach of Lexing
ton, Mass.

Carl P. Work and family have re
Mr. and Mrs W. H. Miller of Ap
turned from a vacation trip which pleton were guests yesterday of Mr.
took them to Washington. D. C. and Miller's sister. Mrs. Abbie Richard
Virginia.
son, Spruce street.
Mr. and Mrs. C. A. Keene, who
Miss Mabel Seavey and William
have been spending several weeks in
this city and vicinity leave for their Seavey who have been visiting rela
tives in Cutler and Brewer returned
home in Fremont, Neb, today.
yesterday.
Mrs. Maude Halstead Fogg of Bos
ton has been visiting her mother,
Mr and Mrs. Fred Hull of Hyannis,
Mrs. Alice Vasso, Myrtle street.
Mass., are visiting Mr. Hull's former
Rockland home.
Educational Club meets Friday, 2 to
830, with Mrs. Lena Merrill, corner
Supt. Gatcombe of the I. L. Snow
Rankin street and Broadway. Rev.
Co.
went to Portland yesterday, and
E. O. Kenyon will be the speaker.
on
his
return was accompanied by
Take box lunch with cups.
Mrs Gatcombe who has been receiv
Mrs. George Halstead is at Knox ing surgical treatment in a Portland
Hospital, recovering from an appen hospital the past two weeks.
dicitis operation.
Maurice R. McKusic returned yes
Miss Marv Weeks of Jefferson is terday to Stony Brook, Long Island
the guest of Rockland relatives.
school to resume his studies.
Mr. and Mrs Carroll Boardman and
Miss Katherine McDonald of The
children have been guests of Mrs.
Courier-Gazette staff leaves Saturday
Boardman's parents. Mr. and Mrs
on a week's vacation trip which has
Walter Joyce at Atlantic.
Philadelphia as its immediate ob
Miss Clyfie F. Spear who has been jective.

visiting her sister, Mrs. Maynard
Brennan, has returned to Brooklyn.

Dorothy Perry has returned home
from North Haven after a two weeks
Capt. and Mrs Edward Greenleaf visit with Mr. and Mrs. George Quinn.
nf Vinalhaven were visitors in thi?
Dr. and Mrs. Donald Haskell of
city recently.
Waldoboro are guests for a few days
Miss Sally Wood has returned to of his mother. Mrs. Elizabeth Haskell, ]
Boston, having been the guest of Dr. Haskell s wife joining him in this
relatives and friends for several city after a visit with her mother in
Bangor.
weeks.
Mr. and Mrs. Earl Laking of Sagi
naw. Mich., are guests of Mr. and
Mrs. Daniel Paulitz.

Fales Circle meets Friday at 7:30 at
the home of Mrs. Mary Rogers
Crescent street.

Mrs. Andrew Smith of Swan's
Island has returned home after visit
ing her daughter, Mrs. Franklin
Wood.

Samuel Greenwood of East Boston
is making a three weeks' visit with
his aunt, Mrs. J. C. Cunningham.

Elaine Robbin.- of Union, Dale
Messer of Warren. Ann Marie Whalen
and Caroline Senter were guests Mon
day of Jeanine. daughter of Mr. and
Mrs. Lawrence Leach, who celebrated
her third birthday anniversary. There
were two decorated cakes, gifts of thc
grandmothers and lovely remem
brances from several friends. Re
freshments were served, the mothers
being special guests.

Miss Rose Adams leaves today for
Dexter to resume her teaching posi
tion at Wassookeag School. She will
be accompanied by her sister Miss
Margaret Adams and together they
will attend the Davis-Ramsay wed
ding. Miss Rose Adams being one of
the bridesmaids.

Tuesday Night Bridge Club met this
week with Mrs. Herbert Kalloch, the
winners being Mrs. Ronald Messer
Mrs. Lawrence Leach and Mrs. Ray
Mr. and Mrs. Ira Coleman *who mond Cross.
have been visiting friends in Rock
The Charity Club meets this after
land and vicinity, returned Friday to
noon with Mrs. Anne Haskell in Bel
their home in Hyde Park. Mass.
fast.
Lady Knox Chapter D.A.R.. held a
picnic Monday at the Megunticook
Lake cottage of the regent Mrs. Alice
Nancy Jo Sets
Karl. A covered dish luncheon was
served followed by an afternoon of
A New Style
sewing. The Maine D.A.R. cook
books were on sale at this time, the
funds obtained to be used for the
purchase and hanging of the Maine
bell for the National Memorial Car
illon at Valley Forge. Twenty-two
members were present to enjoy the
outing.

Miss Margery Bartlett has entered
the Ballard Business School at Rock
port.

knitting wools

At attractive prices.
Samples free with new
fall hints. Visit our shop
, —open daily

I THOMAS HODGSON
Si SONS, Inc.
Concord Worsted Mills
•
CONCORD, N. H.

199-126

30th Anniversary

FOOD FOR THOUGHT

★★★★
Home Service Department
Central Maine Power Co.

Bird Branch of the Sunshine
Peach Topper
When it comes to culinary magic,
Society met Monday at Sunshine Inn
Six
slices
of bread; 6 peach halves;
you can do more sligh’-of-hand tricks
to celebrate its 30th anniversary,
2
packages
creamed
cheese.
with bread than any other pantry
Past President Jeanette Dunton be supply. Extra guests for dinner, a
Cut bread with round cutter slight
ing in charge of the session. Open lpft-over bit of expensive foodstuff, ly larger than peach half. Toast.
Whip cream cheese until fluffy. Pi'e
ing exercises consisted of unison re 8 commonplace menu: You put your
lightly on toast. Place peach half
hand
in
the
bread
box
and,
presto,
cital of the society’s motto and a
out comes a handsome entree, a in center.
portion of the 19th Psalm, after
• • • •
beautiful dessert, or a "how-did-youwhich reports were given relative to make-it" specialty that will please
Peanut Ring Mold
work among the ill and shut-ins. •tlie eye and excite exclamations of
One cup peanuts, chopped; 4 cups
bread cubes; 6 tablespoons melted
Each member is a committee of one wonder.
This sort of hocus pocus is no make butter; 1 tablespoon grated onion;
to lend kindly assistance or take
believe, however, to the appetite and 1-2 cup chopped celery, 2 eggs, 1 cup
flowers and fruit to the ailing and the Department of the Interior, for
milk, salt and pepper.
aged. 40 such cases having attention bread is both appetizing and nour
Dice bread into very small cubes.
ishing and when combined with other Beat eggs and add milk and season
this
year.
Sometimes there’s a difference of
Five quilts for the needy will be good foodstuffs is an excellent ex ing. Toss all ingredients together
opinion on polities and patterns.
tender of delicious flavors. Slow mo and pour into a ring mold which has
completed at the meeting Monday,
tion pictures are not needed to dem been well greased. Bake in moderate
and
plans
for
a
busy
winter
are
in
Here’s a ease from Talbot Avenue.
onstrate this sort of magic, for these over <350 F.» 40 minutes or until set.
the making.
recipes explain everything:
Turn out on warm platter and fill
Costumes of bygone days were
Husband . . . heart set on brown.
wiith creamed vegetables, meat or
matched with olden mannerisms at
Wife . .. mind set on blue-gray.
fish. Any “left-overs” can be used
the supper hour when 36 members Hot Sandwich for Sunday Night
whose flavors combine harmoniously.
Supper
bore the sedate mien so fashionable
After seeing this huge display of
Cinnamon Pears
in grandmother's day. A huge birth
Meat from cooked chicken or left
Gregory fall suits, both fell in love
Six slices bread; 2 tablespoons but
day cake presented by Mrs. Flora ovel baked chicken; 1 pound fresh ter; 2 tablespoons confectioners'
with a blue Gray shade that's so
Ulmer formed an ideal centerpiece mushrooms or 1 can mushrooms; 3 sugar; 1-2 teaspoon cinnamon; 1-2
new it never entered their minds.
for the attractively arranged table, cups milk; 1 cup grated cheese; 1-4 teaspoon vanilla; 6 pear halves.
gladioli and zinnias furnished by pound sliced bacon; 1-2 cup flour;
Trim crusts from bread and toast
Lots of surprises await you.
Hazel Achorn and Allie Achorn form toasted bread.
Cream the butter, sugar, cinnamon
ing a tasteful setting. Mrs. Miles'
Cut bacon into small pieces and fry and vanilla together. Spread on hot
W’e start the surprising at $20.
fish chowder won many a bouquet of a golden brown. Add flour and when toast. Place pear half on top.
its own. for tasty flavor and appetiz well blended add hot milk and mush
♦♦♦♦
rooms. If fresh mushrooms are used,
ing fixin's.
MARTINSVILLE
Mr. and Mrs. Raymond Pendleton fry in 2 tablespoons butter. This
Nunn Bush Shoes
supplied an appealing number on the sauce should be thicker than medium
Mrs. Paul E. Shorb and family have
evening program in the singing of white sauce. Butter toast. Put a closed The Sentinels and returned to
$7.50
“Memories.' Mrs. Jennie Wilson gave slice of chicken on toasted bread. their Washington, D. C. home.
an enlightening talk on her work Pour sauce over chicken. Sprinkle
Mrs. Frank Booth and young son
Edgarton Shoes
with needy children and Mrs. Ellen with grated cheese. Put under broiler 'went Sunday to New York city,
Dyer spoke briefly. Girlhood days until cheese is melted.
$5.00
i Mr. and Mrs. Gardner Wall of
were revived in the remarks of Mrs.
' Orange, Mass., have been guests oi
Rebecca Ingraham who referred to
Baked Onions
' her parents Mr. and Mrs. Wallace
Munsingwear
the old school house on the Point and
Four large onions; 1 tablespoon Watts.
the drastic changes which have oc
$1.50, $2.50
butter, melted; 1 cup bread crumbs, Harding S. Coid who has been
curred since. A letter was read from
1-2 teaspoon salt; 1-4 teaspoon pep-, spending a few days with his family
Mrs. Ufford. the third oldest presi
per;
chopped onion centers; 1 small returned Tuesday to Connecticut.
Holeproof Hose
dent of the organization, and Past
can Vienna sausages or 1-4 pound
Milton Chadwick is guest of his
President Minnie Miles, who served
sausage.
35c to $1.00
cousin
Donald Paige in Massachu
the order five years, also addressed
IParboil onions. Remove centers
setts.
the club.
and chop. Break sausages into small
♦ ♦ $ ♦
Miss Alvalene Pierson has entered
Hymnal selections in chorus were pieces and mix with crumbs, season
the
University of Maine.
the concluding notes of a delightful ings and chopped onion. Fill into
Sherwood Cook and Jasper Balano
gathering.
cnions. Bake in moderate over (350"
of Hebron 36 have entered University
The regular program of the Sun F.) 45 minutes.
] of Maine and Bates respectively.
shine Society had several pleasant
• • • •
416 MAIN ST., ROCKLAND, ME.
Miss Ruth Johnson of New York
additions, notably the music on harp
Mincemeat Surprise
city has been guest of Dr. and Mrs.
and harmonica by Ada Martin.
Toast slices of white bread on one Hans Weisse.
Two out-of-State guests were pres
Side. Trim crusts. Spread untoasted
Kenneth Hooper of Rockland visit
ent, Mrs. Effie Bishop Gulaker of
side with hot mincemeat, allowing ed his mother a few days recently.
“Well, dear." said Mr. Blair, after Medford. Mass., a former Rockland
about two tablespoons of mincemeat
Miss Caroline Alden and Mrs
te® had been cleared away, “what resident, and Mrs. Cora Kalloch of
Malden. Mass. ”a charter member of|for each ®Uce’,
Matthew Hodgdon have returned
are you planning tonight?”
Bird Branch. Much merriment was made by beating two tablespoons of home a(ter being at the William
Mrs. Blair shrugged her shoulders. caused by the unexpected appear sugar into each stiffly beaten egg jjarris house six weeks.
white. Brown lightly in a moderate
Mr. and Mrs. G. N. Bachelder en
“Nothing special." she replied, “I'll ance of a strange young man who
oven <350 F.) 10 minutes. Serve hot. tertained Mr. and Mrs. Albert Rob
turned
out
to
be
a
valued
friend.
A
probably write a letter or two. read,
inson last Tuesday.
cheery word of encouragement for the
listen to the radio, and so on.”
Bread Crumb Omelet
pj.of lqu^ b. Ailyn and family who
work of the society was received from
One-half cup bread crumbs; 1-2I were guests of Mr. and Mrs. Albert
“I see," he replied, “When you a former president, Mrs. Lulie J.
cup hot milk, 2 eggs, separated; 1-4 Robinson, have returned to Westfield,
come to the so on, don't forget my Ufford of Union.
teaspoon salt; dash of pepper; 1 Mass.
Shirt buttons.”—Windsor Star.
The court was silent except for the tablespoon butter.
clear-cut tones of defending coun Pour hot milk over bread crumbs,
You Pay
sel. Everyone hung on his words, let stand until cool. Add beaten egg
Taxes levied on manufacturers
are a part of their cost of operation
and many thought that he would yolks, salt and pepper and beat
and are included in thc price of
easily win his case.
,
thoroughly. Whip the whites until
their products. In the end you pay
“And now. gentlemen of the jury " stiff and fold into the bread mixture.
them. For example, one and twohe began to wind up, “I ask you— Melt the butter in a skillet. Pour the
third cents ef the price of a loaf of
Where could the prisoner have hidder egg mixture in and brown on the
bread is Federal taxes. It helps to
the watch? Not in his pocket. The botton. Place in moderate oven
pay the high cost of New Deal gov
ernment.
constable has already told you that (350’ F.) until dry on top. Fold
the man was searched. Not in his
shoes—the watch was too large. Then
where was it hidden?"
He paused dramatically for effect.
and during the pause the prisoner
ventured.
“Please sir. I put it under my ’at."—
Montreal Star.

THE NEWEST

IDEA

FOR
WOMENj

To Democrats who
have Republican
wives

GREGORY’S

A high heal, gore
pump io black oi
brown kid. Alto in
black or brown
suede. Note plateau
lasl. Widths A lo
C. Sizes 3 io 9.

346 MAIN ST., ROCKLAND

ENDICOTT JOHNSON
MORE THAN TEH MILLION AMERICANS WEAR ENDICOTT JOHNSON SHOES

THE BEST
October brings the tingle of frost, promise of the
winter to come—and the ever r.cw necessity for
warm, comfortable bedding.
We offer the largest stock of
Beds, Mattresses, Blankets,
east of Portland, at
\ Astoundingly Low Prices

Now Foreign Tuning

ic

/

Ask to see our Special Offer
on Bed Outfits, Red Cross In
ner Spring and All Types of
Mattresses at Lowest Rates.
Buy the Best for Less Money

CASH OR EASY TERMS

STONINGTON
FURNITURE CO.
TEL. 980
313-325 MAIN ST., HOCKLAND

PHILCO 620B*

1.50

. Tire Arts and Crafts Society held
Its first meeting of the season at the
What-Not Shop Monday night. There
was a demonstration lesson on woo,
boutonnieres by Mrs. Noyes and wool
tapestry by Mrs. Scarlott. The ex
hibit was a silk crocheted rug. At
the next meeting which will be held
Monday night the lesson will continue
on wool flowers, with an added at
traction of the new hooked rayon
mats, which Mrs. Carlson obtained at
tlie recent Gift Shop Exhibition in
Boston and crocheted hand bags.
Elise Allen Corner School of thc
Dance. All types of stage and ball
room dancing. Class lessons 50c; pri
vate lessons, $1.00. School is always
open for enrollment; 22 Brewster St.,
112tf
Tel. 670. Rockland, Maine.

Smacked Meeting of Sun
shine Society, Celebrating I

over on a hot platter. Serve with
creamed fish, tomato sauce or cheese,
if for luncheon or a supper; use cur
rant jelly or strawberry preserves, if
for breakfast; garnish with crisp
slices of bacon.
• • • •

Aerial
*Sold only with Philco
Higb-F.fficiertcy Atrial to
Insure greatest foreign re
ception.

SPECIAL OFFER

★

he
Qenuine Snfjraved

NEW 1937

(Redding {Jnvitaiibm

PHI L0 O
Marcella Linehan, 4, saw pictures
of Nancy Jo Landon, daughter of
Gov. Alf M. Landon, the Republican
presidential nominee, ana wanted
“a bob like hers.” So hairdressers
now have a new style haircut for
children, "The Nancy Jo Bob”,
which Marcella demonstrates above.

and O^nnouncemenb

the

Lowest Prices Ever Quotedl

FOREIGN TUNING SYSTEM

#1195

One look at the Philco Color Dial ami you’ll see why foreign re
ception is no longer a problem? Stations are spread farther apart
. . . named and located, in color. You tune by name! And Phiko's
exclusive Foreign Tuning System enables you to get and enjoy many
more overseas programs. Come in and see thc new Philco values!

No Extra Charge Ior Engraving Plate

CHOOSE FROM 52 NEW PHILCO S— S2° To S600
EASY TERMS — Liberal Trade-in Allowance

“What is the difference between
valor and discretion?
“Well, to travel on an ocean liner
without tipping would be valor.”
“I see.”
“And to come back on a different
boat would be discretion,"

**for 50
Choice of 35 different styles of lettering. Price Includes inside and
outside envelopes. Additional Invitations, or Announcements at

4Vic each

50 Engraved At Home or
RecepUon Cards___ S5.50
Additional Cards at
—-_____ ____ 3'$c each

100 Engraved Informals,
including envelopes_ S3.00
100 Engraved Visiting
Cards___________ _ S1.6S

These Are tho Lowest Prices Ever Quoted on Genuine Engravings

HOUSE SHERMAN,
442 MAIN STREET

ROCKLAND, ME.

INC.

Samples maj ie seen al
TEL. 721
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CAMDEN
GORHAM NORMAI

GAMBLE ANOTHER BILLION HERE, FRANK

AWAY TO SCHOOL

Mr. and Mrs. Walter Thurston cele
Rockland's List Smaller This
brated their fifth wedding anniver
Season But Is Still Quite
sary Monday night, their guests being
Formidable
Members of the freshman class are Sandra Thurston, Mr. and Mrs. Ray
undergoing the annual hazing period. mond Stockwell. Mr. and Mrs Hart
High School diplomas are but
Monday morning, all the girls of the ford Talbot. Mr. and Mrs. Adelbert
stepping stones on the pathway to
class were ordered to appear at chapel Leonard, Mrs. Edward Thurston,
greater knowledge. That a heavy
with sox mismated. different styles of Mrs. May Thurston, Miss Hallie Her
percentage of June graduates in this
footgear, dresses reversed and bright rick and Mrs. Jay Oliver of Rock
city have this viewpoint is borne out
land.
The
couple
received
many
love

colored ribbons plaited into their hair.
by the list of those who have enrolled
Before long the boys will receive their ly gifts. During the evening, refresh
in higher institutions of learning.
initiatory assignments at the hands ments were served.
Names of students and their choice
Mrs.
Alaric
Stone
has
returned
to
of the officers of the only fraternity
in schools are here given, in form as
Boston after spending the summer
on the campus. Epsilon Nu Sigma.
complete as latest information could
at Mountain View farm on the Lake
supply. Additions or changes will be
Principal Hall. Orett Robinson and City road.
You will enjoy a wonderful holiday with every comfort and ideal
gladly made upon notification at this
facilities for outdoor sport and pastimes
Elizabeth Sanborn of the faculty
Leslie D. Ames is a medical patient
office.
chaperoned about 40 students on the at Community Hospital.
POLAND SPRING HOUSE
MANSION HOUSE
Bates College—Carl Spear, Wilbur
overnight trip to jpreat Pond Moun
Open until October 5th.
Open until November 2d
William Gaythwaite. manager of
Connon, Elizabeth Walker, '35 and
tain on Friday afternoon. Operating the Comique Theater, has returned
Private Golf Course—18 Holes
Vincent Pellicane, 34. Nicholas R.
First Tee and Eighteenth Green directly in front of hotel.
on a special program to allow early J from a vacation spent in Boston and
Swimming. Fishing, Upland Shooting, Partridge and Woodcock,
Pellicane and Edwin Edwards.
dismissal on that day. the group trav New York city.
Tennis. Saddle Horses, Canoeing. Orchestra
Bryant & Stratton Business School.
eled by truck and private car to the
Mrs. Aldiverde Norton of Seven
Concerts twice daily. Dancing.
Boston
—
Gordon
Flint,
Walter
Bars

foot of the mountain. Although rain Hundred Acre Island is visiting rela
HOME OF POLAND WATER
tow '34
fell during the greater part of the tives here.
Farmington
Normal School —
time they were away from campus,
Dr. L. F. Hart is leaving today, for
Gwendolyn Rubenstein, Emma Hard
the experience was novel and inter Boston to enter a hospital for a major
ing. Hazel Vasso.
and
esting to those of the entering division 1 operation. He will be accompanied
Forsythe Dental School, Boston—
to whom out of door life is a new ac by his brother. Dr. W. F. Hart.
Elzada North, '34.
tivity.
Joel Keyes Grant Circle. Ladies of
• • • •
Gorham Normal School—Catherine
(Dry and Golden)
the G A R . meets Oct. 2.
Mr. and Mrs. C. A. Keene of Fre
Chisholm, Margaret Dunton, Rose
The
W.C.T.U.
will
hold
a
cooked
mont, Neb., were guests Monday of
Flanagan.
MADE FROM THE WORLD FAMOUS
Miss Mary Bills. Mr. and Mrs. Keene food sale at the Arau store on Main
Hebron Academy—Sam Glover,
street.
Saturday
at
9:30.
have been spending some time dur
Robert Crane.
HNbKR,.U|
Orion Wadsworth was in Portland
ing the late summer and early fall in
Knox Hospital Training School for
Assuring
Quality
Beyond
Comparison
and around several Maine towns in this week on business.
! Nurses—Louise Moulaison.
Fred Cotta left this week for Bos
this area. Mr Keene's father. Louis
Leland Powers School of the
HIRAM RICKER & SONS, Inc.
M Keene, formerly lived in Apple- ton to enter the Wentworth Insti
Theatre, Boston—Florence Dean.
tute.
SOUTH POLAND, ME.
ton.
Lowell (Mass.) Textile School—
101*115 Ginger Ale
Natural
• • • •
Aubrey Heal is on a vacation from
Charles Merritt.
Miss Elizabeth Sawyer of the Cros his duties at O. R. Brown's store.
Massachusetts College of Optomet
by High School staff in Belfast was
The C.F.T. Seaverns have closed
ry—David Hodgkins, R. Kendall ford Delano. Walter Dimick, Francis'
TWENTY-FIVE KILLED
in town Sunday interviewing Princi "Mountain Arrow" for the season and
Greene,
Havener, Edward Hayes, Albert
pal Hall concerning the present va- , returned to Hartford.
Phillips Andover Academy—Joseph Levensaler, Oscar Marsh, Marjorie
Records of the State police show
cancy in the English department.
Arthur Wentworth and Maynard AMERICAN S. S. UNION
Emery. Jr.
CAMDEN HILLS CAMP
CLOSES SATURDAY
• • • •
! Richardson, Dorothy Thomas and that in August there were 269 motor
Heal have employment in Belleville.
Providence Bible Institute—Carle I Vera Thompson.
Mr. and Mr. Fred Harmon were
vehicle accidents in Maine In which
N. J.
ton
Gregory, Thelma Whitehouse.
Lakewood
Theatre
Complet

guests of their daughter Susie Nason :
What This Organization Has A Change In Lieutenants—
The Courier-Gazette desires to 168 persons were injured and 25
J.
C.
Fish
is
a
surgical
patient
at
Springfield
(Mass.)
College
—
Cobb
at her home on Pleasant street Sun
make its student list complete and'
ing a Successful Season
Many Familiar Faces Are
Done in Maine During the
killed. During the month the Slate
Peterson.
day. Mr and Mrs. Harmon are from Community Hospital.
accurate. Please notify us of omissions
With
“
Passers
By"
Mrs.
Ada
Dyer
is
on
a
vacation
police made 488 arrests as a result of
University of Maine—Ellis RamsMissing
Past eYar
Brunswick.
1 or corrections.
from her duties as librarian at the [
• • • •
which $10,212 In fines and $2 686 in
rell, Lucille Rankin. Rose Whitmore.
The
Lakewood
Theatre
season
The Sagamore, organ of the Cam
East Vassalboro. Sept 20
Mr. and Mrs. Orett Robinson and Public Library. During her absence I
costs
were collected. In the same
Richard Thomas, Russell Bartlett,
A clergyman was dining with his
den Hills CCC Camp has this to say comes to a close Saturday when the Hervey Allen, Robert Allen, Charles
daughter Lois motored to McKinley Miss Hazel Chandler, assistant ] Editor of The Courier-Gazette:—
period the State Police recovered
host
before
the
afternoon
service.
He
final performances of "Passers By"
where they visited the family of librarian, is substituting, assisted by! As I look back to September of last about one of the popular officers
Stolen property to the value of $1,450.
' will be given, one in the afternoon, Havener, William Glover, Merton ate little, explaining that it was not
who
has
lately
been
transferred:
Mrs. Katherine Dow.
Frank Manchester.
year. I am very grateful for the
The State police inspected 38.026
Sumner.
good
for
a
preacher
to
eat
heavily
another at night. "Passers By" wil!
awes
Sept. 3 Lieut Bagley was trans
Mrs. Alice Pender»has returned to: privilege of travelling 8969 miles and
passenger cars of which 30 were not
University of Pennsylvania—Oram before a sermon.
be
the
17th
play
of
the
36th
season,
Mrs. Thomas Bowker of Belfast Boston after spending the summer at of making 1325 visits to families in ferred to duty with the 159th Co..
Lawry, Jr.
The hostess could not attend the . properly registered 73 had defective
visited Miss Madeline Salisbury Sun the Ralph Richards house on Bay- the rural districts of my field. As a CCC located at Patten. Maine. Lieut or the 475th play since stock was in
Westbrook Junior College—Glenna service as she had to stay at home I brakes. 3.291 had defective lights and
augurated
at
Lakewood.
day.
View street.
result, nine new Sunday schools have Bagleys first assignment was with
236 had other defective equipment.
to prepare tea.
The closing season has been a suc Rankin.
• • • •
Mrs. Harry Clarke and daughters j been organized, five reorganized, 10 the 158th Company at Southwest
Of 6,701 trucks inspected in August
Wheaton
(Ill.)
College
—
Charles
When
her
husband
came
home,
she
cessful one Automobiles bearing the
Mr. and Mrs. Thayer and daugh
Madeline and Vera are visiting rela- I preaching stations opened, one group Harbor. From there he came to Cam
1 867 had defective lights. 43 defective
ters Shirley and Edith of Swanville
license plates of 39 States, the Dis Ellis. Everett Frohock. Richard Snow. said: "Well, how was he?'
gathering of all Sunday schools held, den June 23. 1935. While here at trict of Columbia, five Canadian
Roll call at Rockland High will
The husband, heaving a sigh, re- brakes. 1C8 without mirrors, 135 not
were also on campus Sunday. Mrs. tives in Hollis Center.
Mrs. George L. Otis has returned to I one Young People's Bible Conference, Camden we found him to be an ef Provinces. Haiti, England, and the meet with response by 10 post gradu plied. "He might just as well have properly marked. 11 not properly
Doris Nickerson Thayer graduated
,
| registered and 46 were overloaded.
from Castine Normal in the class of New York city after spending the 141 Bibles and Testaments distribu ficient officer and a loyal friend. He Canal Zone have been checked in the ates. class of 36: Celia Crowley. San- eaten."
goes to his new duties with the bes:
summer
at
"Norumbega
"
High
street.
ted
(besides
hundreds
of
Gospels,
Grove.
1915.
Mr. and Mrs. Louis Hanson are tracts and other religious literature! wishes of the entire company.
• • • •
The Lakewood Players have pre
Aug. 27. Lieut. Paul A. Scammon sented five Pulitzer Prize plays in i
Helen Harding ’35 of Stockton leaving today for a motor trip to, and 22 professed conversions.
Springs and Nathalie Nason ex '37 of Ontario, Canada and Buffalo. N. Y. I I am sure that you will be inter was transferred to this company from the closing season and they have in
Bangor have been awarded tuition | Mrs. Clarence Fish who has been ested to know of the success of our Greenville's 169th Company to fill troduced Eugene O'Neill's works pro- ]
scholarships in the School of Educa a patient at Community Hospital for Young People s Bible conference, this the vacancy due to be filled with the fessionally to Maine audiences. Prior
tion. University of Maine, for the; several weeks, is convalescing at the summer, at Webber Pond. In spite transfer of Lieut. Bagley. Lieut. to this year only one other Pulitzer
current school year. They enter this home of her father. George Glaentzel of circumstances which made it most Scammon has been on CCC duty Prize play had been presented.
week as registered members of the in Rockport.
imperative for many of the young since June 1935 and | has been
In this closing week the Players
junior class. The scholarships were
Camden-Rockport Lions Club met people, of my Sunday school dis- j assigned to the companies at Green are introducing one new performer
awarded particularly on the basis of Tuesday night at Wadsworth Inn. tricts. to be needed on the farms, at ville. Moose Brook, and Beddington. to their audiences. Carter Blake
an exceptionally high rating in Following the banquet Roger Mc that time of the year, we had an en* Lieut. Scammon is a World War Lakewood favorites who are to be
scholarship.
All foreign
Grath, state director of the Federal rollment of 21, which was all that veteran. He is now an officer in the ; seen for the last time this year are
e e e
domestic Yes, lhis big, lustrously beautiful RCA
Housing Commission, gave a descrip we could conveniently accommodate, Anti-Aircraft Division of the Coast Katherine Meskil. Dorothy Bernard
Victor might well sell for double lhe
broadcasts:
Margaret McNeil. Philip Robbins,
tive talk of the work of the depart with the counsellors and teachers. We Artillery Reserve. He comes to Cam Mary Rogers. Bess Jones Winburn.
police, avia money. Il will create an air of luxury in
Robert Sprague. Marie Tillock. Ed
tion. amateur
ment.
were blessed with beautiful weather den Hills with an excellent record of Frank Wilcox. Charles Laite. Gordon
any living room. High-powered 9-lube
ward Daley, Martha Harris, Mar
12“ Speaker.
and the four days, filled with Bible achievement and his direct manner Duff and Andy Doe.
Beautiful Se Superheterodyne chassis guaranteed lo
guerite Hatt. Phyllis Smart and Vestudies and other camp activities, and energetic way of doing things
lector Dial. bring you lhe supreme thrills of every
CUSHING
nora Stinchfield have been appoint
kind of entertainment on the air.
i from sun-up until 9:45 in the evening have already made a good impres to Aroostook to run a booth at the
ed to the fall semester list of students
George Cooley has returned from a I went all too quickly.
sion on th'e members of the 1130th fairs and to boss a crew of men in j
■RAND NtW 1937
employed under the Federal Student hasty visit to Providence.
the potato fields. Fred Ferris has left
We were also blessed with splendid Company.
employment act.
The Helpful Club gave Katheryn consecrated Christian teachers and
Many changes have taken place at to attend school in Boston. Student
• • • •
Director of Training Mary B Bills Maloney a surprise party at her home , counsellors who were wonderfully the Camden Hills Camp during the Enrollees Brow and Whitley have re
announced Monday morning the re Monday in commemoration of her I used of God in moulding the Spirit latter part of the summer. The turned to college. Deleware will no
with MAGIC BRAIN • MAGIC
more rule a OCC crew with iron hand.
vised assignments for the members birthday anniversary. She received ual lives of these young people. Be- Sagamore says:
"Within the past month a number Fred Boyce has gone South to at- I
of the junior class now in training: many useful and pretty gifts. Cake, , fore the closing day, 14 took a definite
EYE and METAL TUBES
Grades 1, 2, Venora Stinchfield; fudge and coffee were served.
| Christian stand for the first time, j of familiar faces are seen no more tend the University of Alabama—we
Mr. and Mrs. Emery Erskine and Six had already become Christians at the Company mess tables. 3ome forgot to give him a fare well gift of
grades 3, 4. Winifred Clisham, Mindred Morrison; grades 5. 6. Helyn George Tucker are ln Freedom for a as a result of the work of consecrated 50 odd have departed for the Side a pair of galluses, and Duguay has
Turski and Byron Eaton; grades 7, 8. few weeks.
leaders in their own Sunday School Camp at Baxter Park—some of them left us for his native town of JackTEL. 980
313-325 MAIN ST„ ROCKLAND
Mr. and Mrs. Thomas Libby of districts. After a day of special never to return as members of this man. Company strength is now'
Phyllis Smart, Mildred Smith.
• • • •
Rockland were guests Sunday of Mr. speakers and recreation to which the organization: and others have taken down to 118 men."
Mrs. Florence Wilson Hawes now of and Mrs. L. B. Ulmer.
parents were invited, they returned their discharges to work or to re
Bangor presented a framed picture ot
H. L. Killeran has returned from home with tears in their eyes that turn to school.
DEER ISLE BRIDGE
the ES.N.S. class of 1887 recently. the hospital in Waterville, where he they could not stay longer. They
“Of the Massachusetts lads only 11
The picture was hung at the Sandy underwent a surgical operation on also returned with a determination remain to face the rigors of a Maine Committee Maker Formal Acceptance
Point Alumni Camps during the re his mouth. He is now at the home of
of the Government Grant
to be of greater help in their various winter. Leader Carney has gone back
cent excursion of students. Mrs. his nephew. Prof. Carl Woodcock in
Sunday schodl communities and to
Hawes' brother, Cyrus Wilson, was a Lewiston, but visits the hospital daily
A meeting of the committee in
interest others in planning to at
student at the school in 1885.
Network ‘Voice’
for dressings. His daughter Orpha, tend next Summer.
charge of the Deer Isle Bridge was
is in training there.
held at the office of P. T. Clark Sat
Many of these young people have
for Landon
SCORES BEER PARLORS
William McNamara is entertaining returned to unchristian homes and
urday. Mr. Clark was host to the
following:
In charging a traverse jury Tuesday Boston relatives, as well as his cousin, are facing circumstances as only the
Harold J. Lockwood, regional direc
in the case of the State versus Cecil Miss Mary Hanley, who has been evil one can arrange. Please pray
tor of the Maine, New fiampshire and
Bailey of Lincoln and Percy Mc here a few weeks.
with me that in all, they may remain
F. L. Geyer has employment car steadfastly secure in the happy way
Vermont PWA work; Barrett Quirk,
Dougall of Millinocket, charged with
assault and robbery in Lincoln, Jus pentering in Medomak.
chief council for PWA; R. E.
that God has provided for all His
Mr. and Mrs. Ralph Hoffses are re children.
tice William H. Fisher scored what he
Mullaney, PWA engineer; Fred Spar
termed "a deplorable condition in ceiving congratulations on the birth
row, of the National Shawmut Bank
x
I
Henry S. Ulmer
Lincoln which permitted young men. Tuesday of a son.
of Boston; J. M. Henderson of the
Missionary of American Sundayone just out of high school, to be
National Shawmut Bank; Nathan W.
School Union.
Waiter—“Sir. when you eat here
come intoxicated and roam about the
Thompson and John Timberlake of
streets of the town. It is an indict you do not need to dust off the plate.”
RIVAL BROADCASTS
the Timberlake Company, Portland;
Customer—“Beg pardon, force of
ment against present conditions and
Dr. Holton Robinson of the Robinagainst beer parlors, which the State habit. I’m an umpire.”—Montreal Al Smith and President Likely To Be
son-Steinman engineering company
On Air at Same Time.
Star.
allows and encourages.” he said.
of New York; and D. G. Letournear,
chief engineer of the same company.
If the schedule goes through as now
Ofor 50
Representatives from this county
Indicated. President Roosevelt and
No
Extra
Charge
for Engraving Plate
were: Mr. Clark, Raymond C. Small,
Alfred E. Smith are to be rival broad
Stonington; Rev. P. Allen, Sedgwick;
Choice of 35 different styles of lettering.
casters in the same hour on the night
Harry B. Webb. Sedgwick and Capt.
HATES'
Price includes inside and outside envelopes.
of Oct. 1.
Sherman G. Hutchinson of Deer Isle.
Additional Invitations or Announcements qt
to Your hotel in BOSTON
This became apparent when the
The Board formally passed the
4'/jc each
Oauto
Democratic National Committee an
resolutions accepting the loan and
4U mom wrr» t atw
SO
Engraved
At
Home
or
100 Engraved Informals,
nounced it had purchased the half
oom
grant of $385,000 and $325,000 accord
Reception Cards__________ $5.50
including envelopes ..
$3.00
hour at 9 p. m., that day for the
ing to stipulations of the government.
Additional Cards at_____ 3*/zc each
100
Engraved
Visiting
Cards
..
$1.65
broadcast
of
the
President's
address
RAOIO
A final meeting will be held in Au
at Pittsburg, to be carried by both
SERVIDOR
These Are the Lowest Prices Ever Quoted on Genuine Engravings.
gusta this week.
WEAF-NBC and WABC-CBS.
TUB’’* SHOWER
It was also announced that a verbal
Samples mat) le seen al
request for time at the same hour,
s William
........... .........
but via WJZ-NBC network, had been
tionally known radio commentator
Yield nnirlfer
quicker tn
to
at NORTH STATION
made by publicity associates for for and political writer, who is heard
double
action of
’< STEPTRAIN-ROOM*
mer Gov. Smith's talk from Carnegie by millions every night, as he broad
Hall In New York, under sponsorship casts -on behalf of Gov. Alf M.
Landon’s candidacy, over the net
of the Independent Coalition of work of the National Broadcasting
-J
______
S I Al N LESS now, if you prefer
American Women.
Company.
(By Eleanor Buck,

POLAND SPRING, MAINE

Poland Club Soda

Poland Spring Ginger Ale
POLAND WATER

R[R VICTOR

STONINGTON FURNITURE CO.

Special Offer
Ln
Qenuine ^ngrave^

Q^ed^'incf invitations

and C^nnouncemenis

Lowest Prices Ever Quoted
$095

NO TRAFFIC OR TAXI/*

*

500 R *

Children's Colds
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